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up a collaborative meeting to see our chef inspired ideas to make
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OUT WARREN’S WAY

TONY, MARK
& MURRAY
Chatting with Tony, surfing with
Mark and missing Murray.
f you’ll turn to page 10 in this
month’s hymnal, you’ll see a diatribe by an independent retailer
on how much fun it
is to do business on
today’s very slanted
playing field.
I first got acquainted with
Tony Orlando on
RetailWire.com.
He and I both post
comments there on
the topic du jour,
and Tony had just
vented about how
the big vendors tend
to ignore independents. Or worse.

I

BIG DOGS

on slotting fees and how they’re
managed. Now that’ll be interesting. Stay tuned, folk, and stay out
of prison, please. (Although I must
note here that the white collar
grocery people I’ve known who
have actually been to prison always
come out 20 pounds lighter, quite
relaxed, and with their cholesterol
under terrific control.)
On another note
entirely, I had a great
time working with
the Weis folk for this
month’s cover story.
Despite scurrilous
rumors, it is NOT true
that I personally attended the opening of
the first Weis store in
1912, but I’ve certainly
been in lots of their
stores over the years.
An interesting sign of
the times: Every one of their stores
now has someone in charge of sustainability. Weis is a fine outfit, and
I’ve always enjoyed their people.

It resonated. After all, I’m also one
of the little guys myself with this
A ‘PEOPLE’ BUSINESS
magazine (initially funded with
credit cards), and I’ve had a lifelong Which brings me to the “people”
distrust for big dogs with gravitas,
part of the magazine — the Getting
polished nails and suspenders.
Personal page opposite the inside
Anyway, Tony and I got talking
back cover each month. Who would
and I wrote up what he said, pretty
have guessed that Mark Hannay
much verbatim.
was a surfer, back in the
But after readday? Of course, anying it, we both deone who has met Mark
cided that it would
knows he’s a “people
no doubt force Tony
person.” One of his fainto permanent exile
vorite people — and one
and perhaps cause
of mine — was Murray
young children, if they
Lender (of Lender’s Bagel
happened across it,
fame), who died last
to cry. So we toned it
month at the age of 81.
down, although it still
Murray was the force
covers the points Tony
behind Frozen Food
wanted to make. He
Month, and one of the
MURRAY LENDER
and I both believe that
finest humans on the
this may be just anplanet. I’ll never forget
other case of “a voice crying in the
the marching band he hired to
wilderness,” but it’s worth saying
“crash” a Frozen Food Month kickit again. Perhaps Mssrs. Robinson
off breakfast, or his wit, intelligence
and Patman will read it, or Mr.
and integrity. We miss you, Murray.
Obama. You never know.
On somewhat of a similar note,
I see that Johnny Harris ended his
column this month with a litWarren Thayer, Editor
tle sneak attack of his own. He’s
asking folk to send him comments
warren@fdbuyer.com
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JOHNNY’S COLUNM

GETTING

JUICED

Refrigerated juice should be doing
much better than it is. Here’s how
to grow your sales and profits.

price the problem? Have the vendors
pulled back promotions?
This is a high-retail /profit-dollar
category and it needs a fix FAST!
Don’t blame it on fungicides being found in imported juices. The
numbers above are for the full year,
and the fungicide story broke only
recently.

BY JOHNNY HARRIS

L

et’s talk about juice... When I
first started in the buying
department we had only one
chilled juice item with two facings. I
will let you guess which one it was!
We could barely sell a pallet before
it went out of date.
Most retailers today have more
than 100 linear feet of chilled juice
and beverages, with most of the
volume taken from frozen and glass
bottle juice. Today, there are typically
more than 200 SKUs of chilled juice
and beverages, from 8 ounces to 128
ounces. Much of the growth in the
last few years has come from lemonades and teas.

UNITS OFF 2.9%
But the chilled juice category should
be doing much better than it is. In
the 52 weeks ended Feb. 19, the total
chilled juice category in supermarkets was up only 0.7% in dollars and
down 2.9% in units, according to
SymphonyIRI Group. Volume was

DOWNSIZE PL

JOHNNY HARRIS

So let’s take a look at the category,
and consider ways that might help
you improve your sales. There have
been a lot of changes lately, especially when it comes to packaging
and downsizing. A few years back, a
national company changed its carton
after being told by many not to do
so. Well, it did not take them long
to change it back, but now they have
done it again. Yes, packaging needs
to be updated from time to time, but
if you have something that is work-

‘I would have a regular retail with a reduced
retail for six weeks on and two weeks off...
If you have not already done so, consider
downsizing your private label to 59 ounces.’
off by 5.8%, and volume sold with
merchandising support declined by
two points.
What’s more, refrigerated orange
juice was down 1.0% in dollars, 5.2%
in units and 7.7% in volume.
This never happened in my
time! So just what is going on with
the juice category? Have retailers
changed the way they promote? Is
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national brands first, then private
label, and secondary brands. The teas
and drinks should be last. Put the
89-ounce and 128-ounce sizes in the
bottom well for pack-out. Use endcaps for extra display space during
promotions. I liked to have teas and
lemonade in the endcaps during the
summer months for increased sales.
Key promotion times for juice
include New Year’s, the Super Bowl,
Easter, summer-long promotions
(lemonade and teas), back-to-school,
Thanksgiving and Christmas.

ing, then don’t mess with it.
To increase your juice sales, go
with a high-low strategy. I would
have a regular retail with a reduced
retail for six weeks on and two weeks
off. I also would promote juices during the accounting period. Believe
me, this will drive your juice sales.
I would lead off in the traffic flow
with concentrate juice ⎯ premium

If you have not already done so, you
may want to consider downsizing
your private label to 59 ounces. If you
do, I recommend going to the clear
bottle as the brands have done. Also,
make sure you have only the highvolume items in private label. After
all, how many low-acid items do you
need? They will just take up space.
I have always been a big supporter
of the MilkPEP GOT MILK promotions and what a great one this year
— “The Breakfast Project.” Why not
run a “Breakfast Meal Deal” using
milk, orange juice, eggs and yogurt
to drive your dairy sales? Yes, you
may want to add a bacon or sausage
and for us people from the South
please add grits!
One last note! I would like to have
some feedback on slotting. Should
slotting be a fixed rate for all dairy
and frozen items? Should it be tiered
depending on case cost and projected volume? Should a small company
pay the same as a large company?
This is keeping a lot of good brands
out of retailers’ stores due to high
slotting. I really don’t get it! n
Johnny L. Harris, president of Johnny
L. Harris Consulting, Fort Mill, S.C.,
can be reached at 803-984-2594 or
cmer0002@gmail.com. A long-time
Harris Teeter executive, he is a former chairman of the National Frozen
& Refrigerated Foods Association and
a member of the Refrigerated Foods
Hall of Fame. He is also the recent
grandfather of twin girls.

UPFRONT

GOING

regional suppliers, and I buy deal
they’re selling two-liter pop for a
to deal. Then I’ll discount with lots
price significantly under my cost.
I’ve reached the point where I refuse of signage. I don’t make 35% or 40%
to do business with companies like
margin like some of the larger stores
that. First of all, I can’t
do, but my father
afford to. Second, it’s
always said that you
just not right. Big vendon’t take percentagdors give you restrices to the bank — you
tions on what you can
take profit dollars.
An independent grocer sounds off
Over the past
sell and how you sell
on today’s business environment,
three years, I’ve
it, but let other “classes
and reveals some of the tricks he
cut 2,000 SKUs,
of trade” do whatever
uses to stay competitive.
mostly from housethey want, at a big dishold items that the
count. Yet independBY TONY ORLANDO
big box stores sell
ents were the ones who
for cheaper than
built the success of the
I can buy. What’s
big vendors who now
etween being ignored by the
the point of stockignore us.
big vendors and nitpicked to
To make it even
ing them? I run a
death by the government, it’s
tougher, we’re constrong perishables
getting much more difficult to surTONY ORLANDO
stantly bombarded
department, and put
vive as an independent retailer.
over things like how
in new Zero Zone
The voice of the independent is
much trash we recycle and new
cases with LED lighting, so our frohardly ever heard. You also rarely
health care laws. zen department looks attractive and
(I’m sure not an
we’re energy-efficient. It’s a good inObama fan.) I
vestment to get modern equipment.
just want to run
100% homemade
a grocery store
All of our deli products are 100%
and treat people
homemade, and we offer foods that
fairly and with
are healthy, diabetic-friendly and
integrity. But
gluten-free. I’m also a broker and
the government
work with a supplier out of Cleveland
never enforces
to get incredible deals. For example,
the law when
I sell six-pound gourmet cheesecakes
it comes to the
for $12.99, even though they’re $45
big companies
beating down the online.
A few other things I do: I buy eggs
independents.
‘We used to do 20,000 cases a year with a major soft drink
So how are
early in March because they’ll last
company until a dollar store opened next door and began
we supposed to
through Easter when the prices go
selling two-liter pop for a price significantly under my cost.’ compete? Well,
up and you can look like a king with
I may be angry,
lower retails, while maintaining a
but it doesn’t do any good complaingood margin. You have to be faster
hear about what independents need
ing that the playing field isn’t level. I
and smarter than the big retailers
to do in order to stay in business. So
let me get a few things off my chest,
and then outline some of the hoops I
jump through to remain competitive.
First, the “class of trade” argument
used by the big manufacturers is often just a smokescreen for what most
believe we are being trampled, and
— they set their advertising months
of us consider illegal activity. We
that practices are illegal, but you
in advance, but I’m like the little
used to do 20,000 cases a year with
fight the battles you can win and pick speedboat that can jump on a deal
a major soft drink company until a
and put it in my ad tomorrow. I also
dollar store opened next door. (Thank your spots.
So I work with a lot of smaller
buy perishables closeouts as often as
you, landlord.) Then all of a sudden

SOLO

B

The ‘class of trade’ argument used by the big
manufacturers is often just a smokescreen for
what most of us consider illegal activity.
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to do. Don’t tolerate a poor attitude
from your workers. I’ve released a few
people in the last year because they
didn’t have the right attitude. You can
always learn to smile, and do your job
well. I always give people a second
chance if they have a friendly attitude.

network constantly

Orlando put in new energy-efficient Zero Zone cases, which made the
frozen department more attractive. ‘It’s a good investment to get modern
equipment,’ he says.

I can. Once I got a deal on 12-ounce
Johnsonville sausages and I sold 320
cases of them in just three days, be-

You have to really
work with the
regional suppliers
and support them.
cause I could sell them at 99 cents.
Don’t be afraid to pull the trigger on
a deal when it comes up.
Of course to be in the best position for deals like that, you have to
really work with the regional suppliers and support them. Pay them
on time. Nothing ticks off a vendor
more than when you pay late, or
take longer than you promised. If
you work well with them, you’ll be
the one they call when they have
something they need to move out
of their warehouse in a hurry. And
when you want to run your anniversary ad, they are more likely to work
with you.
It’s also important to monitor
pricing. If your sign says “two for
$5” and the customer finds you’re
charging $3.29, make it right for

them by offering a $2 gift certificate
and apologize. In this day of social
networking, you can’t afford to have
unhappy customers, who will write
about you on Facebook, etc.
Service is also an important thing
for you to have when you’re competing with the big box stores. Their
service is terrible, so this isn’t hard

Finally, it’s really important for Independents to network constantly, to
get the best deals. I go to the annual
National Grocers Association convention, several food shows, and stay
active as a Brain Trust Panelist on
RetailWire.com. It’s also good to keep
pointing out the unfairness in the
system, whether people like it or not.
If you’d like to personally contact me
about more ideas, please e-mail me,
and I will be glad to respond. n
Tony Orlando (tonysstore@suite
224.net) is the owner of Tony O’s
Supermarket & Catering, North
Kingsville, Ohio. He started in his
family’s grocery business in 1961
at the age of 4, and purchased his
store in May of 1999 from his father.
Active in industry associations, he
has consulted with other independents to help their businesses grow.

All-Outlet CPG Dollar Share Shifts
			
Share Point Change
Channel
Share 2011
2011 v 2010 2009 v 2008
Grocery
48.5%
(0.2)
(0.4)
Drug
5.8%
0.4
(0.2)
Mass Merchandise
5.7%
(0.2)
(0.2)
Supercenter
18.4%
(0.4)
0.0
Club
10.0%
0.2
0.3
Dollar
1.8%
0.1
0.1
Convenience/All Other
9.8%
0.1
0.5
Walmart*
19.4%
(0.8)
0.3
* Walmart, including Neighborhood Markets
Source: SymphonyIRI Consumer Network™, 52 weeks ended Jan. 1, 2012 and
same period prior year. Consumer Packaged Goods share will not total to
100% due to inclusion of Walmart within Mass & Supercenter channels in
addition to separate breakout. Note that these are share point changes, and
not simply percentage changes.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Frozen Energy Drink
New York-based Brain-Twist introduces Slap Frozen Energy (www.slapfro
zen.com), a frozen version of its Slap
Energy drink. Billed as the industry’s
first frozen energy beverage, the drink
is specially formulated to maintain a
slushy consistency, so it’s easy to consume. Packed with energy-boosting
taurine, caffeine and vitamins B3, B6
and B12, the beverage comes in three
flavors: Crisp Apple, Strawberry Frost
and Lemonade. Packaged in 10-ounce
pouches with resealable caps, it can be
merchandised in the frozen or energy drink sections.
Suggested retail price is $2.50 per pouch.
All-Natural Chicken
GNP Co. (www.gnpcompany.com), Saint Cloud, Minn., adds
four frozen varieties to its Just Bare all-natural chicken lineup.
Free of animal byproducts, antibiotics and added hormones,
the newcomers include hand-trimmed boneless, skinless
chicken breast fillets (in both 24-ounce, four-count and
48-ounce, eightcount packages);
boneless, skinless
chicken thighs (in
32-ounce, fourcount packages)
and lean 90/10
ground chicken
(in 32-ounce,
two-chub packages). Breast
fillets and thighs
are individually
vacuum-packed
to protect
against freezer
burn and allow consumers to thaw out only what’s needed.
All four items come in colorful, stackable cartons featuring the American Humane Certified Farm Program seal. The
four-count breast fillets and thighs retail for around $8.99;
the eight-count breast fillets, $16.99; and the 32-ounce ground
chicken, $7.99.
Ice Cream Bars
Le Mars, Iowa-based
Wells Enterprises (www.
bluebunny.com) debuts
Cadbury Ice Cream Bars
featuring reduced-fat
Blue Bunny ice cream
dipped in Cadbury
chocolate coating.
Designed to fill the
void between regular
and super-premium ice
cream bars, the “snack
size” frozen treats come
in four flavors: Caramello (vanilla ice cream with caramel sauce dipped in chocolate),
Double Chocolate (chocolate ice cream dipped in chocolate),
Vanilla Chocolate (vanilla ice cream dipped in chocolate) and
Chocolate Almond (vanilla ice cream dipped in chocolate and
topped with almond pieces). Each package has eight individually wrapped 2-ounce bars. Suggested retail price is $4.99.
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Gourmet Mac and Cheese
Seattle-based Cucina Fresca Gourmet
Foods (www.cucinafresca.com) expands
its collection of natural frozen foods with
Sharp Cheddar Mac and Cheese. Handcrafted in small batches, the microwaveable dish features sharp white cheddar
aged for two years, eggless penne pasta,
rBST-free milk and whole creamery butter.
Offered in four-serving, 20-ounce packages, the product retails for around $9.99.
The company also introduces Spinach
and Cheese “Lazy” Lasagna made with
fresh spinach and cheese ravioli layered with
marinara sauce and topped with whole milk mozzarella. Handassembled in
oven-ready
40-ounce pans,
the frozen family-size casserole
carries a $14.99
suggested retail
price.
Spreadable
Cheese Wedges
Crystal Farms
(www.crystal
farmscheese.
com), Minnetonka, Minn., launches individually wrapped Light
Spreadable Cheese Wedges with just 30 calories apiece. Available in six-wedge, four-ounce packages. the low-fat cheeses
come in Light Creamy Swiss, Light Garlic and Herb and Light
Jalapeño Pepper flavors. Crystal
Farms also rolls out Pepper
Cheeses with intensities
ranging from mild to
hot. Flavors include
Roasted Red
Pepper, Pepper Jack,
and Jalapeño and
Habanero
Jack. All
three are
available in both
8-ounce chunks and
slices.
Buffalo Mozzarella
Hamilton, N.J.-based Global Reliance, Inc. (www.global-reli
ance.com) introduces fresh buffalo mozzarella (“mozzarella
di bufala”) made in the United States with cheese curd from
buffalo raised naturally and
without hormones in the
Himalayan foothills. Offered
under the Bufalabella brand,
the preservative-, additiveand coloring-free product is
higher in protein, antioxidants and calcium — and
lower in cholesterol — than
cow’s milk mozzarella. Each
mozzarella ball comes in an
8-ounce cup with a $9.99
suggested retail price.

So Smart. So Satisfying.
SNAP

this
code with your
smart phone for
On-Cor123.com
ON THE GO!

On-Cor 1-2-3

On-Cor123.com helps shoppers pair delicious and simple
Every Day with Rachael Ray side dishes and satisfying On-Cor entrées!
ON-COR FROZEN FOODS, LLC. • 1225 CORPORATE BOULEVARD, AURORA, IL 60505 • PHONE 630.692.2283 • FAX 630.851.5590 © ON-COR FROZEN FOODS, LLC. • WWW.ON-COR.COM

NEW PRODUCTS

Fresh Catches from Last Month’s
International Boston Seafood Show
Shrimp Burgers
CBS Foods (www.
cbsfoods.com),
Franklin, Tenn., offers
97% fat-free frozen
Shrimp Burgers rich in
protein and Omega3s. Sold under the
Chef Big Shake label,
the low-cal collection
includes five domestic
shrimp varieties:
Original, Cajun,
Teriyaki, Jalapeno
and Chesapeake Bay. Designed to go directly from freezer to
grill, the 4-ounce burgers come in two-count packages with a
$5.99 suggested retail price.

Shrimp Entrees for Two
Gulf Pride Enterprises
(www.gulfprideenterprises.
com), Biloxi, Miss., rolls
out frozen shrimp entrees
featuring wild-caught
American shrimp. Offered
under the Gulf Pride Select
Shrimp label, the fully
cooked microwaveable
meals include Shrimp
Rotini with Applewood
Bacon, Shrimp Gumbo with Cajun Andouille Sausage
and Low Country/Savannah Style Shrimp & Grits.
Ready in 5 minutes, the dinners for two come in 22-ounce
trays with a $7.99 suggested retail price. Single-serve meals
will also be offered for between $3.99 and $4.99 apiece.

All-Natural Shrimp Meal Kits
Miami-based Shells & Fish Import and Export Co. (www.
epicseas.com) launches a line of multi-serve frozen shrimp
meal kits under its
EpicSeas brand. Ready to
eat in about 15 minutes,
the collection includes
four all-natural,
preservative-free
flavors: Kung Pao
Shrimp Sauté,
Scampi Shrimp
Sauté, Mandarin
Orange Shrimp
Skewers and Sweet Chili Soy
Shrimp Skewers. Each 22-ounce
package contains 6 ounces
of raw peeled and deveined
shrimp (pre-skewered in the
two skewer varieties for easy
grilling), 6 ounces of basting
sauce and 10 ounces of long grain brown rice or linguini. The
meals serve two to four and retail for around $7.99 apiece.

Cajun-Style Meals
Castroville, Calif.-based International Frozen Foods (www.
culinarydelightsgourmetmeals.com) adds three varieties
to its restaurant-quality Culinary Delights Cajun Style
Selections line. Made with Chef Paul Prudhomme’s Magic
Seasoning Blends, the
newcomers include
French Quarter
Shrimp Linguini,
New Orleans Style
BBQ Shrimp and
Creole Style Chicken
Fettucini. Ready
to serve in 10 to 12
minutes, the proteinrich, multi-serve
skillet meals come
in 22- to 27.2-ounce
gusseted bags.
Suggested retail price
is $6.99 per meal.

Swai Burgers
Medford, Ore.based Seafood
Doctor (www.
seafooddoctor.com)
introduces readyto-cook frozen Swai
Burgers with 600
mg of Omega-3s, 0
grams of trans fat
and just 135 calories
apiece. Made from
fresh, hand-cut
swai belly meat, the
4-ounce burgers
come in resealable
eight-count bags.
Suggested retail
price is $5.99 for 32
ounces.
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Shrimp and Sauce Meals
Morey’s Seafood International
(www.moreys.com), Motley,
Minn., debuts a collection
of frozen shrimp-and-sauce
dishes designed to serve over
pasta, rice or veggies. Offered
under the Shrimp Creations
brand, the microwaveable line
includes Shrimp in Thai Curry
Sauce, Shrimp in Seasoned
Alfredo Sauce, Shrimp in
Creamy Parmesan Sauce and
Shrimp in Scampi Sauce.
Each 12-ounce box includes
two single-serving pouches
of large tail-off shrimp and
sauce, ready to serve in as
little as 4 minutes. Suggested retail price is $7.99.
Thanks, and a tip of the hat to contributing editor
Randal Constant for helping us gather information.
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Personal Power to the Max

John Pinette

Jane Buckingham

Harold Lloyd

Jeremy Gutsche

Get Outa the Line!

The Craveability Factor

Adrian Slywotzky

DEMAND:
Creating What People Want

The New Orleans Experience. N’awlins is the perfect

backdrop of sights, sounds and tastes to deliver an experience you’ll
never forget. Join 8,500 other top-shelf dairy, deli, bakery, and food
service professionals in the world’s greatest food city; where mixing
business, food and music will create some new recipes for success.

The Show of Shows. Top speakers are a main attraction
along with the best food expo floor in the industry featuring
1,600 booths of new and innovative products, ideas, and
services. Headliners offering their expertise and
personal insights on topics ranging from Marketing
Trends to Consumer Demand, and from Innovation
to Change, will inspire, entertain, and motivate you to
make your company and brands more connected while
positioning them for the future.

Reaching Tomorrow’s
Consumer

Exploiting Chaos
and Unlocking “Cool”

Jack Li

Consumer Decision Trees in
Bakery, Dairy, and Deli

IDDBA’s Show & Sell Center. A favorite destination

on the expo floor is our lagniappe to you. It’s called the Show
& Sell – Teach & Tell Center. Created and designed by expert
merchandisers and industry professionals, it’s an idea center
where new themes, creative sets, signage and merchandising ideas
are displayed to help you sell more products. You can discuss the
new concepts directly with a merchandiser plus take home resource
materials to share with your team.

Unmasking Your Business Potential. Whether

a buyer, merchandiser, marketer, broker, or distributor,
you’ll be face-to-face with the best in the industry. Take
advantage of the many networking events including the
educational sessions, expo floor, coffee breaks, and other
industry-only events to help grow your business.

Register Now • Educational Seminars • Show Planner • Hotels • Exhibits • Show & Sell Center
International Dairy-Deli-Bakery Association
P.O. Box 5528 • Madison, WI 53705 • call 608.310.5000 • fax 608.238.6330 • visit www.iddba.org

UPFRONT

BURGERS
& CAJUN!
When contributing editor Randal
Constant grazed through the
International Boston Seafood Show,
he saw lots of seafood burgers and
Cajun items.
BY RANDAL CONSTANT

S

eafood burgers were big news
at the International Boston
Seafood Show last month. It
reminded me of how catfish and
surimi exploded on the scene when I
first attended this show back in 1988.
Will seafood burgers follow the
same path? I think so, given consumers’ desire for healthier options and
what my own doctor told me: “beef
just once a week.”
Salmon burgers were everywhere.
(You can read more about some of
these items on page 14.) Yihe Foods
had a single-serve option under the
Ocean Eclipse label. Trident Foods
had both a four-pack and a three-

CHEF RICK
SPOTS 3 TRENDS
Variety, value-added options and
sustainability were key trends
found by contributing editor
Chef Rick Tarantino.
BY CHEF RICK TARANTINO

A

s I made my way down the
aisle of the International
Boston Seafood Show, I
stopped to ask folks what they
enjoyed the most this year and
what left a lasting impression on
them. The top responses were:
variety, value-added options and
sustainability.
Variety and availability are key
to marketing new species, such as
swai — a fresh-water fish that is
mild, white, and flaky like catfish but
sweeter. Swai is not only tasty but
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pound bag, and also
21-ounce items.
offered teriyaki salmon
They’ll have some
burgers. All these burgcompetition from
ers are low in calories and
Epic Seas’ all-natuloaded with omega 3’s.
ral meals in a box.
Chef Big Shake, aka
I visited my old
Shawn Davis, had five
friend Moe Cherburgers made with Louisiamie at Culinary
ana shrimp. On ABC’s hit
Delights, to check
show, the Shark Tank, he
out their new items.
was turned down by the
With Culinary
investors, including Mark
Delights, Zatarain’s,
Cuban, who later said he
Richard’s, Big Easy
missed a real opportunity.
Foods, Savoie’s and
Randal Constant
Since the show, Shawn got
Emeril’s, you will
other investors and he is
have no problem
doing well.
putting together that dedicated CaWhite Ruffy Seafood had two prejun door outside of Louisiana!
cooked swai burger products: Kickin’
Other new items: Bayou Barataria
Cajun and a Tuscan sundried tomato Foods will soon have one-pound
variety. These burgers are made with
bags of shrimp nuggets made with
100% fillets without fillers or preLouisiana shrimp. Riceland crawfish
servatives.
had something different, alligator
The show wasn’t entirely about
nuggets. Seafood America had oneburgers, of course. Gulf Pride Enterpound lobster, shrimp, and crab bites
prises had a shrimp gumbo with Caunder the Dockside Classics label,
jun andouille sausage and a shrimp
and Crab Source had crab cakes
rotini with applewood bacon. Phillips packed under the Old Bay label. n
— Randal Constant can be
Seafood has gotten into the skillet
reached at constantsales@aol.com.
meal business with four all-natural,
inexpensive. It lends itself to grilling,
steaming, stewing and baking. Farmraised and sustainable, it is high in
Omega 3 fatty acids that are essential
to good health.
The skate and ray were also among
the newer offerings at this year’s
show. The white flesh fins are firm
and are often said to taste like scallop, but the similarity ends there.
This species can be difficult to prepare for the novice cook. Pan fried or
oven baked, skate or ray is a favorite
in French restaurants. During my
first year of culinary training, in
1980, Julia Child prepared traditional
skate in her Cambridge kitchen. It
was served with black butter, capers
and parsley. (http://abcnews.go.com/
GMA/video?id=81096800)
There were 163 companies offering value-added options at this
year’s show. After rows of sampling,
(a dreaded job, but someone has
to do it), I came across “Treasures

from the Sea by Odyssey.” Their
gluten-free offerings had great taste,
wonderful crunch and plenty of
flavor. With millions of people being
diagnosed with gluten allergies and
others who prefer to eat “glutenfree,” the market is growing in all
categories.
The other hot trend at the show
was sustainable seafood — seafood
that can be fished or farmed without jeopardizing future production
or damaging the ecosystems from
which it is acquired.
Among the notable items I found
at the show: Great Gourmet Crab
Cakes. Kim Scott is the “Queen” of
crab cakes — her factory in Federalsburg, Md., produces some of the
best crab cakes you will ever eat. You
may have already tried them, as Kim
packs private label for many retailers
nationwide. n
— Chef Rick can be reached at
ricktarantino@comcast.net.

Brew up the sales.

From America’s #1 refrigerated iced tea *
Introducing SunBrew™, a new line of premium iced tea made with simple ingredients like
pure water, tea, real sugar and no added preservatives or colors. SunBrew™ is available
in Sweetened, Lightly Sweetened and Unsweetened varieties. Fill up today –– and
brighten your bottom line!
Contact Turkey Hill Dairy Sales Department, 800.873.2479
or email: trela@turkeyhill.com
Visit us at booth #7104 at the FMI Show!
Scan this QR Code with your smartphone
to receive more information.
©2012 Turkey Hill Dairy. *#1 refrigerated RTD tea, based on IRI sales data.

turkeyhill.com
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TOP
FROZEN

BY PETER PENGUIN
Supermarket frozen food sales
for the 12 weeks ended Feb. 19
were flat compared with the
same period a year ago, remaining
at $7.53 billion, according to
Chicago-based market research
firm SymphonyIRI Group. Units
fell 5.4% to 2.37 billion, and volume tumbled
5.5% to 3.11 billion. Percentage of volume
sold with merchandising support slipped 0.4
points to 44.5%.
For the 52 weeks ended Feb. 19, sales were
up 2.0% to $32.46 billion, but units dropped
2.6% to 10.48 billion. Volume was down 3.1%
to 14.34 billion, while percentage of volume
sold with merchandising support shrunk 0.6
points to 46.4%.
Our chart shows the largest frozen
department subcategories, including the
leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended Feb.
19, 2012. Data is for the brands as originally
trademarked and may not include line
extensions.

F A C T O I D S

43.9%

Dollar gain by frozen soup (to
$10,591,280), largest by a frozen
department subcategory with at
least $1 million in sales during the
most recent 12 weeks. Newcomer
Bertolli’s Meal Soups, already the
segment’s top seller, drove the
advance; most of the remaining
top 10 brands saw sales decline.

-18.6%

Dollar loss by frozen cranberry/
cranberry blends juice/drink
concentrates (to $2,456,471),
largest by a frozen department
subcategory with at least
$1 million in sales during the most
recent 12 weeks. Of the top five
brands, only No. 5, Langers,
managed any growth (+0.3%).

22

Number of times the average
American opens his or her home
refrigerator each day, according to
answers.com.
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ICE CREAM
Private Label
Breyers
Blue Bell
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Slowchurned
Häagen-Dazs
Ben & Jerry’s
Turkey Hill
Wells’ Blue Bunny
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Grand
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Fun Flavors

$778,603,400
$211,265,000
$66,802,240
$63,888,050
$49,810,440
$47,955,180
$41,875,570
$30,817,360
$26,834,990
$25,675,430
$19,847,850

5.1 206,270,500 (3.6) 650,270,700
14.5 63,924,680
8.5 251,129,500
(10.8) 15,779,140 (24.0) 47,243,600
12.7 15,352,970
6.3 46,373,620
(10.2) 12,023,710 (23.0) 36,071,130
0.5 10,585,850 (14.0) 10,852,940
11.7 10,017,240 (1.2) 10,079,250
19.8
9,863,874
7.3 29,116,370
6.6
6,126,208 (2.7) 23,780,230
(7.2)
6,419,769 (21.6) 19,173,330
(27.5)
4,987,842 (36.6) 14,963,530

(2.5)
7.0
(24.0)
5.5
(23.0)
(11.1)
(1.1)
10.7
(4.3)
(21.3)
(36.6)

(2.1) 342,504,000
(5.5) 31,971,490
10.0 26,237,920
(11.1) 53,847,000
(7.5) 18,465,830
51.2 18,504,090
(36.2) 10,746,640
9.7 11,363,940
(31.1)
7,401,374
6.3
7,722,939
(45.2)
6,584,095

(6.7) 217,085,200
(13.4) 24,211,680
4.4 15,664,680
(12.5) 27,971,130
(15.9) 16,104,940
49.5 11,239,710
(41.6) 5,884,729
6.0 6,693,564
(33.2) 7,499,032
7.0 4,497,732
(49.0) 4,203,363

(6.4)
(9.0)
5.8
(12.6)
(14.3)
48.9
(42.5)
7.2
(32.9)
6.8
(48.9)

PIZZA
$706,556,000 (4.5) 222,878,100
For brand-level data, see our story on frozen pizza in this issue.

(8.3) 217,800,000

(8.9)

SINGLE-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $751,598,700
Stouffer’s
$89,816,380
Weight Watchers Smart Ones
$59,091,280
Banquet
$54,560,250
Marie Callender’s
$51,368,190
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine Simple Favorites $40,462,040
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine Café Cuisine
$27,093,160
Healthy Choice
$26,060,360
Hungry Man
$21,717,020
Weight Watchers Smart Ones Bistro Selections $19,821,200
Healthy Choice Café Steamers
$17,816,450

PROCESSED CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUBSTITUTES $419,031,200
Tyson
$94,570,910
Private Label
$73,557,730
Tyson Anytizers
$44,174,770
Banquet
$41,775,850
Perdue
$36,111,230
Perdue Short Cuts
$15,277,430
Foster Farms
$13,829,720
Tyson Grilled & Ready
$12,516,880
Fast Fixin’
$10,642,530
Redi Serve
$9,065,983

(2.3) 81,070,040 (1.8) 109,441,400 (1.8)
(14.6) 16,068,170 (16.4) 25,017,110 (8.0)
4.7 13,057,870
8.9 20,554,880
3.3
(6.5)
6,930,103 (5.7) 10,571,380
2.1
(0.7)
8,433,779
2.0 12,877,080
2.5
(5.7)
7,138,310 (4.9) 10,146,750 (3.5)
(3.2)
3,621,242 (6.2) 1,983,339 (5.8)
(1.0)
2,287,085 (3.9) 3,105,578
0.0
*
2,981,110
* 1,987,240
*
(32.2)
2,230,191 (30.9) 4,128,693 (30.4)
(21.9)
3,253,539 (33.5) 3,764,956 (21.9)

NOVELTIES
Private Label
The Skinny Cow
Weight Watchers
Dreyer’s/Edy’s
Nestlé Drumstick
Klondike
Häagen-Dazs
Blue Bell
Popsicle
Magnum

$407,532,200
$56,698,800
$30,870,870
$29,654,300
$23,367,240
$22,694,540
$17,694,660
$17,237,030
$12,676,570
$12,584,040
$5,584,138

2.4 129,707,500 (2.8) 162,074,900 (2.7)
1.6 21,574,380 (0.1) 39,014,720
0.2
(3.4)
7,687,863 (13.6) 8,071,400 (8.2)
(5.9)
6,586,862 (8.3) 7,459,769 (15.7)
1.8
5,352,553 (4.4) 5,886,915 (6.0)
1.9
4,409,838 (5.9) 7,576,115 (2.5)
15.1
5,004,951
4.2 8,124,629
3.1
0.3
8,717,523 (14.7) 2,683,935 (10.8)
10.4
3,210,640
0.8 6,521,159 (2.9)
1.3
3,353,227 (0.2) 6,481,047 (5.7)
*
1,441,176
*
903,393
*

CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUBSTITUTES
Private Label
Tyson
Gold N Plump
Perdue Perfect Portions
Perdue
T.G.I. Friday’s
Barber Foods
Pilgrim’s Pride
Perdue Tender & Tasty
Fieldale Farms

$344,734,200
$132,429,900
$25,690,240
$21,115,880
$15,185,930
$14,568,390
$13,964,650
$12,321,420
$9,165,784
$6,891,626
$5,895,917

0.9 61,889,660
(4.2) 22,143,910
(2.3)
3,718,912
(2.2)
3,853,137
(2.2)
1,977,243
22.3
4,225,555
1.7
2,972,229
11.0
2,608,545
(1.7)
1,316,091
51.2
985,030
204.9
843,559

SHRIMP
Private Label
SeaPak
Tastee Choice
Aqua Star
Gorton’s
Cape Gourmet

$327,985,600
$194,526,900
$11,669,790
$11,295,810
$10,033,230
$9,491,664
$7,678,992

(0.2) 35,195,140 (7.2) 41,896,270 (10.0)
(3.3) 19,892,930 (12.0) 23,931,620 (15.5)
(9.9)
1,846,914 (14.6) 1,684,673 (12.2)
93.1
1,144,085
95.7 1,316,260 88.3
34.5
1,173,629
14.7 1,403,821 18.1
2.3
1,763,066
7.8 1,294,209
8.4
(3.9)
459,800 (2.6)
897,786 (1.5)

0.5 183,653,000 (6.7)
(2.4) 83,383,740 (6.7)
1.3 9,734,684
0.6
(5.4) 7,747,857 (7.9)
(1.4) 2,965,865 (1.4)
16.6 4,880,962 14.4
(3.3) 2,662,409 (2.9)
18.9 2,143,694
8.9
(3.4) 4,326,299
4.9
64.3 3,592,569 61.1
162.6 4,036,532 167.2
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4.33

Circumference in feet of
American Aevin Dugas’ “Afro.”
Though the world record holder
loves her dynamic ‘do, she has
reportedly developed a healthy
fear of candles, campfires and
open flames.

$3,231,592

Dollar sales racked up by
handheld breakfast newcomer
Pillsbury Grands! Biscuit
Sandwiches during the most
recent 12 weeks. One of the best
performers among products in
distribution less than one year,
the Egg McMuffin-style product
already ranks as the subcategory’s eighth-best seller.

2

Number of frozen food categories with increases in dollars, units and volume. Baby
food scored triple-digit gains,
but sales were only $755,767.
Pies remained in the single
digits, but total dollars were
$150,510,900.

76%

Percentage of Americans who
say they prefer to eat the ears
of a chocolate bunny before any
other part. Only 5% eat the feet
first and 4% the tail.

11%

Dollar gain by frozen yogurt/
tofu, to $42,182,090, the largest
frozen subcategory to register a
double-digit increase during the
most recent 12 weeks. Top seller
private label posted a 25.1%
advance, but Kemps, Kemps Live
Healthy and Wells’ Blue Bunny
also put up double-digit gains.

59.6%

Dollar gain by frozen pie subcategory leader Marie Callender’s
(to $29,991,450) during the most
recent 12 weeks, driving a 10.4%
increase for the segment as a
whole. The subcategory’s No. 6,
Claim Jumper, also registered a
double-digit advance, but sales
among the rest of the top 10
were flat or down.

Sea Best
Censea
Seamazz
Great American

$7,277,905
$4,663,835
$4,113,122
$3,974,679

HANDHELD ENTREES (NON-BREAKFAST) $293,950,900
Hot Pockets
$78,993,070
El Monterey
$26,804,160
Lean Pockets
$23,516,950
White Castle
$15,268,210
State Fair
$14,197,400
Foster Farms
$10,779,790
Smuckers Uncrustables
$10,587,970
Private Label
$10,275,700
Amy’s
$8,276,149
Stouffer’s Corner Bistro
$3,952,102

(6.4)
(3.1)
(3.6)
(27.5)

966,059 (20.7)
341,332 (13.4)
343,894
2.6
335,807 (31.3)

(2.5) 119,045,200
2.0 27,797,810
9.6
8,531,168
(19.0) 10,164,560
0.0
2,812,386
(3.0)
2,537,051
(4.3)
1,808,455
34.1
2,645,881
18.4
4,916,767
15.6
3,121,389
(67.5)
1,436,943

1,115,057 (20.8)
542,788 (12.2)
474,976 (9.4)
643,146 (30.3)

(7.9) 88,215,610 (3.7)
(10.4) 21,068,710
0.8
(1.5) 14,983,150
9.0
(23.4) 5,965,198 (21.8)
(8.1) 2,429,364 (4.9)
(10.2) 4,128,935 (11.1)
(10.7) 4,458,192 (9.9)
23.1 1,785,527 30.0
34.9 3,214,770
8.3
13.3 1,128,866 14.4
(68.8)
634,803 (66.9)

MULTI-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES
Stouffer’s
Birds Eye Voila!
Bertolli
P.F. Chang’s Home Menu
Private Label
Marie Callender’s
On-Cor Traditionals
Banquet
On-Cor Classics
Wanchai Ferry

$292,085,300 (10.2) 49,372,590 (15.6) 99,877,620 (13.9)
$97,538,590
(9.3) 12,178,430 (23.8) 37,375,890 (19.7)
$31,344,750
9.5
7,495,997
4.0 10,950,610
9.5
$23,821,380 (14.7)
3,400,434 (15.5) 5,119,112 (15.5)
$18,834,910 (11.1)
2,296,731 (11.2) 3,158,058 (11.2)
$17,214,560
1.3
2,396,630 (2.4) 6,009,170
3.7
$10,748,200 (17.5)
1,877,043 (40.6) 3,614,543 (26.8)
$8,674,568
4.8
3,512,146
1.6 6,205,384
1.7
$7,764,255
4.1
2,767,282 (0.3) 4,580,343 (1.7)
$7,198,252
(7.4)
2,203,914 (11.0) 3,847,142 (11.6)
$5,728,256 (40.4)
795,066 (43.5) 1,192,599 (43.5)

FISH/SEAFOOD
Private Label
Gorton’s
Van de Kamp’s
Great American
Mrs. Paul’s
Sea Best
Great Fish
Cape Gourmet
Ocean Eclipse
Fisher Boy

$286,043,000
$82,748,380
$48,248,480
$15,602,890
$11,372,540
$9,411,092
$8,211,103
$7,628,027
$4,340,546
$4,028,578
$3,491,370

3.1 50,187,550
0.1 56,400,250 (0.2)
4.8 11,691,570 (2.8) 14,379,270 (0.0)
4.7 10,035,860
3.8 9,604,966
4.1
(4.7)
2,995,575 (3.5) 3,821,206 (4.0)
(22.2)
1,416,672 (19.4) 2,650,652 (28.1)
(7.7)
1,868,463 (13.2) 2,304,403 (9.9)
9.8
1,285,026
0.1 1,907,149
5.9
37.4
1,066,831
15.5 2,077,095 28.0
19.1
529,758
23.2
887,959 24.5
(9.8)
1,752,758 (22.0)
775,151 (22.4)
4.6
807,619
10.0 1,325,277
5.9

APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS
Totino’s Pizza Rolls
T.G.I. Friday’s
Private Label
Bagel Bites
José Olé
Farm Rich
El Monterey
Delimex
Chung’s
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine

$265,995,800
$63,045,180
$30,483,120
$23,563,830
$17,107,780
$15,281,490
$14,600,060
$11,474,080
$9,139,339
$7,404,771
$6,827,494

3.2 69,131,090 (0.9) 68,479,550
2.7
(0.5) 18,608,540 (8.7) 22,558,800
0.6
(6.7)
6,514,073 (15.9) 5,673,255 (8.6)
10.7
6,356,073
3.6 5,894,801
1.1
(10.4)
5,008,459 (10.0) 3,533,109 (12.9)
(12.7)
3,006,484 (19.9) 4,022,504 (19.8)
20.5
2,707,127
22.0 4,068,071 18.8
25.5
2,034,507
27.1 2,962,470 24.8
40.6
1,443,438
42.2 2,852,006 41.9
5.3
2,281,088
2.7 1,796,925
5.6
283.3
2,672,833 307.7 1,336,417 307.7

PLAIN POTATOES/FRIES/HASHBROWNS $249,972,500
Private Label
$87,979,730
Ore-Ida
$51,587,420
Ore-Ida Golden Crinkles
$16,031,400
Alexia
$13,063,340
Ore-Ida Tater Tots
$11,710,430
Ore-Ida Fast Food Fries
$5,598,201
Ore-Ida Golden Fries
$5,523,727
McCain
$4,998,400
Ore-Ida Zesties
$3,915,974
Ore-Ida Crispers
$3,881,613
MEAT (NO POULTRY)
Private Label
Steak Umm
Armour

$171,248,900
$43,025,030
$9,406,732
$9,218,528

(1.5) 88,210,580 (7.0) 165,543,400
10.0 34,799,180
4.4 74,165,590
(10.0) 15,817,640 (20.2) 27,191,150
(13.2)
4,445,663 (19.7) 10,264,260
32.1
3,532,589
22.1 4,312,196
(4.1)
3,427,649 (12.4) 7,281,900
(24.0)
1,569,092 (30.0) 2,891,413
(3.6)
1,636,261 (11.3) 3,456,630
4.3
1,775,518 (1.4) 2,769,488
(17.6)
1,217,690 (23.7) 2,435,380
(11.1)
1,179,015 (17.3) 1,473,769
(0.7) 28,883,520
7.9
6,703,864
(4.1)
1,714,202
(2.8)
2,606,548

(7.5)
3.8
(21.9)
(19.1)
25.4
(11.9)
(30.2)
(10.6)
1.4
(23.7)
(17.3)

(3.7) 54,584,900 (6.6)
8.5 14,350,340
7.3
(9.8) 1,754,936 (11.3)
6.9 3,151,479 (5.3)

*Number is either not available, or very high, indicative of a recent launch working off a small base.
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TOP
DAIRY

BY BESSIE BOVINE

For the 12 weeks ended Feb.
19, supermarket sales of dairy
products rose 4.0% versus the
same period a year ago, topping
$12.28 billion, according to
Chicago-based market research
firm SymphonyIRI Group. Units
fell 3.4% to 4.83 billion, and volume was
down 6.4% to 37.50 billion. Percentage of
volume sold with merchandising support
slipped 0.1 points to 39.9%.
For the 52 weeks ended Feb. 19, dairy sales
jumped 5.8% to $50.76 billion, but units
dipped 2.0% to 20.48 billion and volume
declined 3.7% to 165.14 billion. Percentage
of volume sold with merchandising support
dropped 2.1 points to 41.0%.
Our chart shows the largest dairy
department subcategories, including the
leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended Feb.
19, 2012. Data is for the brands as originally
trademarked and may not include line
extensions.

F A C T O I D S

-9.9%

Dollar loss by refrigerated
tortillas (to $48,539,370) during
the most recent 12 weeks. Seven
of the top 10 brands saw dollar sales decline — several by
double digits. But Tortilla Land,
which recently cracked the top
10 for the first time, registered
a 25.9% jump.

64.3%

Percentage of aerosol/squeezable cheese spread volume sold
with merchandising support
during the most recent
12 weeks, second highest in the
dairy department (cream cheese
remains No. 1). Super Bowl
promos probably deserve a lot
of the credit.

1

Number of eighth-seeded teams
to make the NBA Finals. The
New York Knicks did it in 1999
but were defeated by the San
Antonio Spurs in five games.
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SKIM/LOWFAT MILK
Private Label
Hood Lactaid
Horizon Organic
Prairie Farms
Organic Valley
Dean’s
Hood
Garelick Farms
Stonyfield Farm
Kemps Select

$1,638,974,000
$1,084,070,000
$56,227,530
$48,882,040
$22,705,850
$21,992,640
$14,788,790
$12,475,800
$12,141,220
$12,082,700
$11,382,810

3.5
5.2
(3.1)
(4.3)
16.7
15.0
(2.4)
(0.6)
(5.4)
17.3
9.9

549,328,600
377,031,500
13,036,140
11,150,370
8,148,816
5,089,563
5,355,898
4,262,818
4,436,787
2,931,807
4,048,198

(5.8) 3,425,433,000
(5.2) 2,484,480,000
(7.6)
54,302,020
(10.1)
48,818,020
5.2
51,976,020
9.0
21,519,490
(12.6)
29,353,170
(7.2)
22,348,590
(12.5)
20,600,820
15.1
11,727,230
8.4
22,698,120

(5.9)
(5.5)
(6.3)
(11.4)
5.4
8.6
(9.3)
(9.3)
(16.2)
15.1
(0.9)

YOGURT
Chobani
Private Label
Yoplait Light
Yoplait Original
Dannon Light N Fit
Dannon Activia
FAGE Total
Yoplait Go Gurt
Dannon Activia Light
Stonyfield Farm

$1,013,360,000
$169,079,000
$97,752,760
$85,047,230
$75,321,050
$57,124,020
$51,048,200
$42,329,640
$35,003,420
$27,810,450
$23,211,950

9.9
128.1
15.0
0.1
(9.5)
(11.5)
(10.0)
27.2
27.2
0.9
(20.0)

843,326,100
129,884,400
148,532,800
108,382,500
85,376,710
45,076,260
18,710,120
23,107,920
11,735,660
9,976,156
11,433,840

(3.8)
141.2
6.6
(20.8)
(26.9)
(35.8)
(10.1)
48.1
21.9
(3.7)
(36.5)

486,664,100
54,333,820
74,086,260
46,952,030
44,959,130
37,365,810
22,344,790
11,239,560
15,188,460
12,307,640
11,348,880

(1.4)
138.5
3.5
(13.8)
(15.8)
(15.6)
(10.0)
46.4
26.2
2.0
(20.8)

FRESH EGGS
Private Label
Eggland’s Best
Land O Lakes
Cal Maine Sunup
4 Grain
Penn Dutch Farms
Hillandale Farms
Farmhouse
Born Free
Rose Acre

$825,032,800
$554,786,900
$94,169,420
$12,509,620
$9,850,915
$6,018,159
$5,426,259
$5,071,988
$4,296,123
$4,148,231
$3,677,226

2.6
0.9
16.0
16.6
(3.2)
4.4
7.0
23.5
20.9
4.0
(72.0)

361,582,300
258,490,800
30,327,560
3,713,645
3,581,257
2,151,644
2,763,047
2,651,819
1,535,087
1,337,714
1,639,373

(2.8) 5,003,124,000
(4.2) 3,638,683,000
9.9
379,841,100
9.6
44,501,640
(6.6)
71,972,230
(2.7)
25,819,720
3.7
36,519,370
24.0
30,988,730
11.9
18,421,040
2.9
15,386,450
(77.6)
25,026,260

(2.6)
(3.7)
11.3
9.7
(8.3)
(2.7)
3.6
17.1
11.9
1.3
(75.0)

NATURAL SHREDDED CHEESE
Private Label
Kraft
Sargento
Crystal Farms
Kraft Philadelphia
Borden
Sargento Chefstyle
Sargento Artisan Blends
Di Giorno
Tillamook

$726,813,900
$399,169,800
$129,031,800
$58,789,720
$32,175,450
$14,527,450
$13,331,610
$11,931,010
$9,162,826
$6,295,871
$6,039,209

10.1
10.8
5.6
9.2
17.7
117.2
29.4
(2.5)
(13.9)
(7.8)
(9.7)

249,342,400
137,947,800
44,569,520
19,803,870
12,672,300
5,213,805
5,504,126
3,754,921
3,120,219
1,378,756
1,639,978

0.4
(1.1)
(2.5)
1.1
19.2
91.1
23.6
(6.7)
(20.2)
(13.0)
(35.5)

149,711,800
91,623,490
22,554,180
10,427,730
6,918,612
2,655,921
2,796,280
2,155,629
1,261,738
559,929
1,059,071

0.6
0.3
(4.4)
0.1
14.7
94.7
22.3
(8.6)
(20.6)
(11.1)
(32.3)

NATURAL CHUNKS
Private Label
Kraft
Tillamook
Kraft Cracker Barrel
Cabot Vermont
Laughing Cow Mini Babybel
Crystal Farms
Belgioioso
President
Boar’s Head

$629,244,000
$244,198,300
$40,397,410
$38,610,360
$24,347,770
$22,243,240
$15,086,730
$15,016,690
$13,392,340
$11,469,970
$10,908,710

4.7
9.1
6.5
1.5
(3.0)
7.5
2.2
23.0
9.7
1.5
16.7

166,209,500
68,892,340
14,708,760
6,755,235
6,331,931
7,053,277
3,796,764
6,402,426
2,644,579
1,866,957
1,777,480

(4.0)
(2.3)
0.1
(14.5)
(13.0)
(4.9)
(2.5)
24.1
3.7
(6.7)
13.2

118,447,300
55,636,740
7,699,971
7,837,778
3,969,449
3,922,691
1,124,321
3,377,531
1,516,978
939,729
908,161

(4.9)
(2.2)
(5.8)
(18.4)
(13.2)
(4.8)
(1.7)
20.8
3.5
(4.9)
12.7

WHOLE MILK
Private Label
Horizon Organic
Hood Lactaid
Borden
Prairie Farms
Organic Valley
Elmhurst Dairy
Tuscan Dairy Farms
Hiland

$610,612,700
$407,204,500
$20,321,960
$13,381,350
$7,543,837
$7,235,051
$6,631,155
$6,125,035
$5,911,217
$5,463,680

2.8
3.1
(0.3)
1.8
19.4
18.2
29.1
69.2
(12.5)
(0.5)

200,885,400
137,359,500
4,464,812
2,863,372
2,418,555
2,544,816
1,525,246
2,250,262
2,135,801
1,875,633

(6.2) 1,238,921,000
(6.4)
898,343,300
(6.7)
20,343,120
(3.6)
13,161,790
20.8
12,028,390
8.8
15,191,880
22.0
6,574,278
42.3
12,282,570
(18.1)
10,217,900
(8.4)
10,165,130

(6.8)
(7.1)
(8.6)
(2.1)
11.2
7.7
22.5
71.2
(22.9)
(12.5)

45%

Percentage of Americans who
admit they talk to the ATM.

77.5%

Dollar gain by refrigerated
ready-to-drink coffee
(to $5,433,965). Already the
segment’s second-best seller,
newcomer International Delight
(of coffee creamer fame) drove
much of the advance. But topseller Bolthouse Farms Perfectly
Protein posted a 25.9% increase.

-19.5%

Dollar loss by refrigerated
blended fruit juice
(to $55,019,630), the largest
refrigerated subcategory to put
up a double-digit loss during the
most recent 12 weeks. The top
four brands all saw sales decline,
but No. 5, Odwalla Superfood,
registered a 6.6% gain.

23

Number of balloons inflated by
world record holder Andrew
Dahl in three minutes — using
only his nose. The American
reportedly discovered his unique
talent at the age of 7 while
attempting to entertain himself
during a long car ride.

158.6%

Dollar gain by refrigerated dinner/sandwich rolls/croissants
(to $454,903), largest among
refrigerated department
subcategories. The segment
is dominated by private label,
the only “brand” that saw sales
expand during the most recent
12 weeks (a whopping 217.1%).

4

Number of top 20 dairy
department subcategories that
registered both dollar and unit
sales gains during the most
recent 12 weeks (natural
shredded cheese, coffee
creamer, natural slices,
kefir/milk substitutes/soymilk).

Garelick Farms

$4,696,036

(2.6)

1,784,715

ORANGE JUICE
Tropicana Pure Premium
Private Label
Simply Orange
Florida’s Natural
Minute Maid Premium
Minute Maid
Minute Maid Premium Kids Plus
Citrus World Donald Duck
Tree Ripe
Odwalla

$577,882,800
$164,285,200
$102,165,100
$97,605,100
$82,050,660
$56,550,140
$19,209,580
$5,886,209
$4,261,636
$4,221,605
$3,089,069

(6.0)
(13.3)
(5.3)
(13.3)
12.3
(13.1)
155.1
(6.3)
4.2
20.2
(9.2)

BUTTER
Private Label
Land O Lakes
Challenge Butter
Breakstone’s
Tillamook
Hotel Bar
Keller’s
Crystal Farms
Cabot
Darigold

$375,967,700
$200,507,000
$92,365,230
$15,631,500
$8,388,144
$5,922,754
$5,689,076
$5,219,746
$5,101,488
$4,921,730
$3,498,544

MARGARINE/SPREADS/BUTTER BLENDS
I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter
Shedd’s Country Crock
Land O Lakes
Smart Balance
Blue Bonnet
Private Label
Shedd’s Country Crock Plus
Imperial
I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter Light
Parkay

7,729,252

(13.6)

176,033,700
45,377,250
35,680,630
27,414,670
25,202,850
17,874,050
5,428,483
2,033,309
1,783,752
2,023,267
540,945

(10.5) 11,791,050,000
(17.4) 2,971,386,000
(11.8) 2,868,472,000
(15.8) 1,554,602,000
5.3 1,559,468,000
(17.6) 1,244,934,000
203.7
363,663,000
(11.8)
133,437,500
(0.2)
106,039,000
5.5
118,398,700
(8.1)
28,594,470

(11.7)
(17.5)
(11.7)
(18.9)
4.7
(19.3)
128.6
(13.3)
(0.4)
6.6
(12.1)

(0.5)
0.5
(4.2)
0.6
0.7
11.8
19.9
(13.3)
(8.0)
6.6
(2.2)

123,738,400
72,550,830
24,955,930
4,712,536
3,180,397
1,649,569
2,057,759
1,750,319
1,669,017
1,485,684
1,247,091

(0.5)
0.6
(5.9)
2.3
4.9
8.0
11.4
(17.4)
(5.3)
9.5
3.8

116,814,500
70,797,090
22,617,670
4,236,042
1,876,623
1,649,569
1,969,827
1,710,476
1,631,589
1,485,149
1,227,412

(0.8)
1.0
(8.2)
2.8
5.5
8.0
12.2
(17.6)
(4.1)
9.5
3.8

$331,498,300
$51,132,180
$37,136,200
$31,195,890
$29,036,960
$28,144,900
$25,294,300
$18,725,960
$14,881,370
$14,293,490
$11,842,750

2.6
(1.8)
0.1
9.3
0.5
18.1
9.1
0.5
20.2
(5.9)
(3.4)

147,609,300
15,805,160
11,915,360
12,028,260
8,777,792
23,522,940
15,821,170
5,791,970
14,385,360
4,657,814
5,717,409

(7.3)
(9.8)
(10.4)
(5.6)
(7.8)
(0.1)
(2.8)
(12.0)
6.5
(13.7)
(21.4)

179,329,000
16,195,360
23,388,540
8,710,096
9,443,738
27,419,430
24,384,400
12,271,960
15,398,570
4,726,758
6,383,797

(7.4)
(11.6)
(13.7)
(4.3)
(8.3)
1.2
(1.0)
(12.9)
9.5
(13.7)
(17.5)

COFFEE CREAMER
$306,401,300
Nestlé Coffee Mate
$166,124,500
International Delight
$56,369,460
Private Label
$25,187,520
Bailey’s
$17,865,330
Nestlé Coffee Mate Carb Select
$16,819,070
International Delight Coffee House Inspirations $12,467,680
Silk
$3,499,477
Mocha Mix
$2,737,453
Hood Country Creamer
$953,913
La Crème
$445,719

12.2
5.2
17.9
30.9
119.1
0.5
(13.2)
5.1
(11.9)
(6.5)
1,526.5

108,108,600
2.5
54,673,490
(4.7)
20,718,180
8.7
9,870,134
18.4
8,017,717
95.8
4,733,047
(5.8)
5,375,844 (30.3)
1,542,677
(1.9)
733,075 (22.4)
595,504 (10.6)
199,995 1,501.9

175,559,000
3.9
90,781,020
(3.8)
32,990,250
10.5
18,607,780
21.9
9,034,964 100.2
9,466,094
(5.8)
6,912,426 (13.6)
1,827,191
(0.2)
2,122,253 (19.8)
1,191,008 (10.6)
199,995 1,501.9

PROCESSED/IMITATION CHEESE-SLICES
Kraft Singles
Private Label
Kraft
Kraft Deli Deluxe
Borden
Kraft Velveeta
Crystal Farms
Land O Lakes
Galaxy Nutritional Foods Veggie
Borden Sandwich Mate

$295,005,100
$96,114,180
$92,160,570
$24,080,780
$23,426,540
$15,898,560
$10,813,220
$6,681,025
$3,269,946
$3,074,369
$2,130,739

1.1
(19.3)
0.4
7,655.4
(6.9)
14.2
(2.6)
22.6
6.6
(4.9)
5.5

98,001,970
(8.0)
28,442,490 (31.3)
34,965,520 (10.5)
8,528,908 34,526.1
4,551,233 (15.8)
5,951,994
7.4
2,490,931 (10.6)
2,374,854
15.1
725,593
2.1
910,316
(7.2)
2,059,447
4.6

78,848,140
(8.0)
23,885,690 (29.4)
28,560,900 (10.2)
6,670,054 6,353.7
3,938,069 (12.8)
4,667,540
6.2
2,046,942 (10.4)
1,947,617
12.7
466,759
5.2
415,377
(7.2)
1,068,872
3.1

NATURAL SLICES
Private Label
Sargento
Sargento Deli Style
Tillamook
Kraft Big Slice
Crystal Farms
Kraft

$228,683,200
$99,087,870
$30,419,780
$15,562,290
$9,774,885
$9,633,699
$4,464,726
$4,449,338

6.8
9.8
10.5
(18.8)
(4.0)
345.4
37.3
64.2

69,953,600
34,565,140
9,174,664
4,724,494
2,087,802
3,090,761
1,370,197
1,442,999

34,481,450
16,991,130
4,075,959
2,292,675
1,395,630
1,495,202
705,333
641,853
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(10.5)

3.6
3.2
13.3
(17.4)
(19.1)
371.2
34.4
59.3

3.4
4.5
10.2
(18.3)
(17.3)
356.2
32.3
83.1
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Going Local for

100 Years
Going (and growing) local is
hardly new for Weis Markets,
which has withstood the test
of time admirably.
BY WARREN THAYER

W

photo: Nabil K. Mark/Centre Daily Times

eis Markets succeeds via an unwavering focus on block-and-tackle basics,
strategic partnerships with regional
brands and precision marketing to its
diverse customer base.
The Sunbury, Pa.-based chain has grown steadily since
its founding in 1912. Today it has 161 stores and 18,000
associates, with annual sales topping $2.75 billion.
For a closer look at Weis Markets’ consistently impressive statistics, see the “At a Glance” sidebar on page 24.
And for a glimpse at the company’s history and recent
sustainability efforts, turn
to page 26.
Finally, to give you a
feel for what makes this
regional chain so special day-in and day-out,
we chatted with Bruno
Garisto, vp of center
store, and Steve Davis,
director of center store
GM/HBC/grocery/nonfoods and frozen.

How is your frozen
department organized?
Davis: We just finished
‘We do a lot with electronic
a full department re-set
marketing events — “buy
last July, and made many
two of this, and get that.”’
adjacency configuration
— Steve Davis
changes. We think we
have the right product selection in the right areas
now. With traffic flow to the right, starting with produce,
frozen foods are located on the far left area of the store,
just before the checkouts. Typically, stores have three
frozen lineups of about 80 feet each. Two are for frozen
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foods, and one is for ice cream, usually facing dairy. Over
the years, I would say frozen space has increased.
We split out items like Gorton’s and Mrs. Paul’s and
merchandise them in the seafood department. This lets
us expand our frozen assortment in the lineups. We’re
adding endcaps in frozen — if we can’t find room for
a three-door endcap we go with a two-door, on either
end of the frozen aisle. It gives us more promotional
space, and takes off a bit of the pressure, since space is
so constrained in the department. We plan space for locally relevant, natural/organic and/or ethnic products.
We always need more space. It is generally “one in and
one out,” depending on the category. We have to look
at movement data, and make the hard decisions on mix
frequently.

Is the size of your dairy departments growing?
Garisto: Yes. When we remodel or expand a store, we
add dairy footage. Dairy is the most valued real estate
in the supermarket, if you look at profitability per linear
foot. CPG manufacturers realize that dairy has great foot
traffic, a quality heritage and consistent exposure in all
classes of trade. As a result, many of them are coming out with products for the dairy case
that might have gone to other
parts of the store in
the past. One
example
would be
Kraft’s
Fresh
Take
meal kits
that are in
the New Products area of our
website now.

You’re going with doored uprights
for dairy in your new stores. What
do shoppers think about that?
Garisto: They don’t view it negatively. In fact, the feedback has been
very positive. They realize that doors
may be an impediment, but they also
realize that they are
helping to keep energy
costs down. They also
keep the dairy and
frozen aisles more
temperate and easier
to shop.

frozen food department. We have a
significant number of items participating in the program. This year,
every time shoppers use their loyalty
cards and buy participating products, we automatically enter them

that first of all we would be looking
for programs to drive incremental
sales. We are a very sales-driven company. Our category managers look for
useful information and sales-building
programs to drive their category

Do you consider yourselves to be high-low
or everyday low price?
Garisto: We are a
high-low operator,
even though we do
have a strong hybrid
program where we do
a price freeze for 13
weeks. That starts in
January, where we lock
in prices on a couple
thousand items until
Easter. Then we have a
grilling program tied
to summer entertaining, and we put a price freeze on
those items. We also have a program
for the fall months. So we are addriven and promo-driven, in order to
create excitement to make customers
want to shop us each week and visit
all the aisles. But we also don’t want
to alienate customers who may be
looking for everyday values.

Weis finished a full frozen department reset last
in a contest with a $1,500
July. Typically, stores have three frozen lineups
Weis gift card as the grand
of about 80 feet each. Two are for frozen foods,
prize. There are three
and one is for ice cream, usually facing dairy.
second prizes of a $500
gift card, and also fifty $50
business forward. Reps should procards. We also have a contest at the
vide us with completed presentation
store level for the frozen leads. Sales
forms — this is standard protocol.
versus the prior year, and how well
the frozen department has been set
for the event, are the two criteria.
‘We split out items like
I understand you’re getting more
It’s worked out really well, and the
involved in Frozen Food Month this ads are tremendous. NFRA provides Gorton’s and Mrs. Paul’s
year.
a program with decorations stores
and merchandise them in
Davis: Yes, we are. We took the icon can use, and we plan to enter the
and POP provided by the NFRA (Na- contest and hope to be a winner.
the seafood department.’
tional Frozen & Refrigerated Foods
We’ve participated in Frozen Food
Association) and are using them on
Month in the past, but this year we
our shelf tags, in our ads and in the
We do a lot with electronic marwent all out.
keting events — “buy two of this,
What advice might you offer to
Weis has its own dairy and ice
and get that.” Or we use the rewards
vendors making sales calls on you? program where shoppers get dollars
cream plant. Among the 64 flavors
Davis: Most sales calls here are
of ice cream it makes is a new
off their next purchase for buying
made by broker reps. If a new broker a certain dollar amount of comBirthday Cake item, in honor of
was to come in for a meeting, I’d say plementary products from certain
the company’s 100th anniversary.
APRIL 2012
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manufacturers. This has been very
successful for us. We are asking reps
to come to the party with these types
of programs, or something unique.
It’s also important that we be first
to market with all new items. So we
need timely presentation forms way
out ahead of time so we can get items
into the queue and on the shelf so
customers can find them. We need to
know when manufacturers are dropping their FSIs (free-standing inserts)
so we can have the product available
in a timely fashion.

Any other programs that have been
really successful for you?
Davis: The last couple years, we’ve
had a tailgating program with items
like mozzarella sticks, mini White
Castle hamburgers and TGI Friday’s
items. We merchandise them in a
frozen endcap with an assortment of
roughly 18 or 20 items. We promote
them from August through March

‘In December, we launched
a Gold Card for the 11%
of our customers who
represent almost half of
our sales.’ — Bruno Garisto

stores and give us feedback. We are
always looking for ways to improve
and one of the ways we do this is by
being good listeners — we call it aggressive listening. We want to hear
about what our
industry partners
are seeing at our
competitors so that
we can be
better. We
also want to hear constructive
criticism about our own stores.
You have to be able to accept
that, and to really want insight
from the trade. We really want
to know how to grow our share
and be tactically adept locally,
and good trading partners help
us do that.

‘Dairy is the most valued real
estate in the supermarket, if you
look at profitability per linear foot.’
Madness. Customers can always
find large packs anytime for parties
and entertaining. This has been very
fruitful for us. We also have an ice
cream novelty program, with large
packs of novelties for kids during
the summer months. Ian Speck, our
frozen category manager, put this
program together for us, and it does
very well.
We have meal deal programs
year-round — an example might be
“buy a frozen dinner and get Ore-Ida
potatoes” at a special price.

What are your thoughts on how
vendors should call on Weis?
Garisto: They should come armed
with facts and insights, and not just
opinions. It is simply not possible for
our category managers to get into
every one of our stores on a regular basis. That’s why it’s absolutely
critical for sales reps, whether they
live in our area or not, to visit our
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Can you elaborate on the importance of being “local?”
Garisto: It seems like the
consumer’s hot button went from
organic to local. So we are putting a significant focus on being
locally relevant, which we see as
absolutely critical. Our customers
don’t care what states we operate
in, they just care about the stores
they shop. We need to make sure
we don’t have a bland, one-sizefits-all offering — we need to be
demographically and geographically relevant to our customers.

You’re a regional operator, but you
have a very diverse customer mix.
Garisto: We span an interesting
geographic range, from Binghamton, N.Y., to Baltimore to Altoona,
Pa., to New Jersey. What you see in
Baltimore may be very different from
what you see in Lancaster, Pa., only
90 minutes away. As a result, regional
brands are very important to us.
For example, we are very successful with the Utz brand (Utz Quality
Foods, Hanover, Pa.) of salty snacks.
We co-brand Weis Five-Star by Utz,
and are their only private brand
customer. They’re very similar to us
in that they are also a regional player
with a dedication to quality. We work
with them so that our customers get
a great private label offering and they
give us a full-service DSD (direct
store delivery) program. It helps us
increase volume per outlet and we
can leverage quality with the manufacturer. At the same time, their local
drivers get more value per stop — it
makes Weis a better stop for them.

WEIS MARKETS
AT A GLANCE

Headquarters: Sunbury, Pa.
Website: www.weismarkets.com
Founded: 1912
Management: Robert F. Weis, chairman; Jonathan H. Weis, vice chairman;
David J. Hepfinger, president and CEO.
Ownership: Traded on New York Stock
Exchange under WMK; Weis family
owns 65% of shares.
2011 Financials: Sales, $2.75 billion;
net earnings $7.6 million. Excluding
fuel sales and adjusting for the extra
week in 2011, comparable store sales
increased 3.5% in 2011 versus 2010. Last
year, Weis generated a 4.5% increase in
average sales per customer transaction
while the number of identical customer
store visits increased by 2.1%.
Store locations and count: 2011, 159
total. Pennsylvania, 120; Maryland,
23; New York, 11; New Jersey, 3; West
Virginia 2.

Catering to local customers as a
mid-size operator must let you stay
pretty nimble.
Garisto: We’re small enough to
keep our hands on the business and
be very close to it. We have a great
working relationship with our store
associates, and we don’t need an

eral years ago, we upgraded our local
dairy program. We wanted to make
sure we had the right local brand in
every marketplace. In Baltimore, the
local brand is Cloverland Milk but
Shenandoah’s Pride in Western Maryland. Market by market, we looked
at our competitors, C-stores and our
own legacy brands to make sure we

had what we needed to connect
with the local consumer. While
this hurt our private label business, it was additive to the category. We were also able to get enough
of a premium on the branded product
to offset any private label erosion.
While Pennsylvania is our core,
we don’t focus all our attention here.
In part because of an acquisition we
made,
our business outside of
the state
jumped
from $200 million in 2000 to $700
million last year. It’s great to be from
Pennsylvania and proud of it, but
people want what’s local to their
own market. The definition of “local” can vary by category. For milk,
we figure it’s local if it’s within 100
miles; for produce or meat, it might
be a day’s drive.

Weis has participated in Frozen Food Month
in the past, “but this year we went all out.”

army of analysts to help us understand our customers. But we’re also
big enough to have some good systems and programs in place. We’ve
had our loyalty card for some time,
and just started targeted offers to
our core customers. We think that is
an important part of our future. In
December, we launched a Gold Card
for the 11% of our customers who
represent almost half of our sales.
We’re always working to be better
and to get a larger share of wallet.

Regional brands also bring a lot of
local market knowledge.
Garisto: Local market knowledge can explain a lot of things. For
example, private brand share is very
low for hot dogs in the Mid-Atlantic
and parts of the East Coast. When
you drill down, it’s because of the
density of strong regional manufacturers with a loyal base of customers
who grew up eating their products.
In suburban Baltimore, they want Esskay franks; in upstate New York, it’s
Hofmann hot dogs, made in Syracuse.
Another good example of local
relevance is branded milk. Nothing
speaks louder about purity, freshness
and “local” than your local dairy. Sev-

of these areas are the churches making pierogies for their fundraisers.
That changes, of course, when you
go into metro Philadelphia or New
Jersey. We have to adjust accordingly
in these markets.

You’ve had your own production
plants for milk and ice cream for
many years. What advantages do
they bring to the party?
Garisto: The milk plant is at the
core of our private label program. It
enables our team to guarantee having
quality inputs from the local farmers
we deal with, and a quality output
for our customers. We were actually
local before “local” was cool, and part
of that has to do with where we are
located. We operate in five states, but
predominantly in Pennsylvania, and
all our milk is sourced in Pennsylvania. It reinforces our roots with the
farmers here.
There can also be unexpected
benefits. Last spring, we had significant flooding in our area, and it was
critical for us to supply our stores
with potable water when they needed
it. We were filling tankers and gallon
containers with water at our plant,
and sending that off, because it was

Shoppers don’t view doors in the dairy
department as a negative. ‘In fact, the
feedback has been very positive.’

Is there any one product that is really hot in your core market?
Garisto: Pierogies. We think we
may be the only supermarket in the
country that does more business in
pierogies than we do in frozen pasta,
particularly in Wilkes-Barre, Scranton, Harrisburg and Lancaster — I
bet our biggest competitors in some

the best use of our equipment at the
time. Dean Foods was happy to sell
us milk to pick up the slack, and it
was great having that flexibility when
it was necessary.
Our ice cream plant is also crucial
to our private label success. Our No.
1 brand of ice cream is Weis Quality
Ice Cream, because consumers have
become comfortable with the quality
that is delivered consistently.
We have 64 different flavors of ice
cream, and we’re coming out with
more feature flavors and new item
launches than ever before. This year,
we have a Birthday Cake ice cream
for our 100th anniversary, and we
have some exciting co-branding programs coming up soon. n
APRIL 2012
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Energy-saving
initiatives at Weis
include the use of
LED lighting.

Saving Energy Helps Business
Sustainability initiatives save Weis money, and help it be
a good neighbor.

E

very Weis Markets store has a sustainability manager
who makes sure best practices are followed in reducing
energy use. The added responsibility, on top of the associate’s primary job, is taken very seriously.
It can include making sure that equipment is turned off
when not in use, that refrigerated/frozen cases are running
at the proper temperatures, and even making sure lights are
turned off when not needed.
These little things add up to big savings when you multiply them by 161 stores. A Weis spokesman figures these
initiatives have saved the company millions over the years.
Weis Markets has long been a pioneer on the sustainability front, but David Hepfinger turned up the heat on
initiatives after he became president in 2008. Weis’s capital
expenditures topped $100 million last year, with 70 projects
completed. Work on another 30 projects should be completed this year.
Today, all new Weis stores incorporate conservation
features. Low- and medium-temperature display cases are
designed with GreenChill certification in mind, with 60%
less refrigerant than was used in older systems.
GreenChill certification is not awarded on opening day
of a new store — the federal Environmental Protection
Agency requires documentation over time to ensure that
standards are met.
Skylights are put into new stores and remodels when possible, reducing the need for artificial lighting. New stores get
thick insulation, reflective roofs, solar/thermal rated windows, energy management systems for HVAC and refrigeration, refrigeration waste heat recovery for water needs and
high-efficiency LED lighting in both display cases and store
exteriors where possible. Most recently, Weis completed a
project that reduced energy used for lighting by 30%.
Weis also stacks up well by some old traditional measures: Last year, the chain recycled 1.5 million pounds of
plastic bags and 47 million pounds of cardboard.
“These things benefit our business,” says the Weis spokesman, “but it’s also just part of being a good neighbor.” n

A long
history…

W

eis Pure
Foods opened
its doors for
business in 1912, in
Sunbury, Pa. Self-service
supermarkets wouldn’t
arrive on the scene
for decades yet; if you
wanted something, a
clerk behind the counter fetched it for you.
This Weis store took
only cash, as opposed to
selling on credit as was
commonly done at the
time. The improved cash
flow helped the store
offer cut prices, and
it thrived. Brothers Sigmund and
Harry Weis opened a second store
in Harrisburg, Pa., in 1915, and had
Stefano2011Frozen&DairyBuyer1-2hrz.qxd
115 stores throughout the central

MINI CALZONE

part of the state by 1933. In the
years since, the company has kept
a healthy balance sheet by avoiding
debt
and having its own warehouse
1/26/12 3:53 PM Page 1
and plants for dairy and ice cream.

RIP-N-DIP®

STROMBOLI

Today, Harry’s son, Robert, and his
grandson, Jonathan, oversee a company with stores in Pennsylvania,
Maryland, New York, New Jersey
and West Virginia. n

FROZEN PIZZA DOUGH

PIZZA

Heat &Eat Products
Fill your cases with our convenient, heat & eat
products and offer your customers a
versatile meal solution.
From handhelds for busy people on-the-go
to appetizers for watching the big game...we have
the ideal snack or meal solution for your customers!
The unequaled quality of Stefano items comes from
our use of natural cheeses and freshly sliced meats.
Our products include Calzones, Stromboli, Panini,
Pizza, Mini Calzones, Tuscanni™ Handheld Pizza,
Rip-n-Dip® Pizza Rings and more!

1.800.340.4019 ~ www.stefanofoods.com

SPOTLIGHT: pizza

PIZZA
NEEDS

PIZZAZZ

Creativity in new products — and
in merchandising — may help the
category regain its former glory.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

S

store brand pizza during the recession and were pleasantly surprised by
its quality, he explains, so they stuck
with it even as the economy has
improved. In addition, “Many pizzerias have been discounting heavily,
which has... compressed the
price gap between premium
national brands and carryout.” Premium private label,
on the other hand, still offers
decent savings.
Heavy competition from takeout
and delivery means retailers and
manufacturers have to work especially hard to keep retail price points
in check. “Consumers are bombarded with ads for $10 and $11 delivery

Private label has a 10.8%
share in frozen pizza, and a
52.9% share in refrigerated.

upermarket sales of frozen
pizza were down by
4.5% to $706.6 million in the 12 weeks ended
Feb. 19 (versus a year ago),
according to SymphonyIRI
Group, the Chicago-based
market research firm. Units
and volume fell by 8.3% and
8.9%, respectively.
The news was slightly
better for the much-smaller
refrigerated pizza segment.
SymphonyIRI reported
dollars were off by 1.2% to
$38.9 million, with units and
Jane’s Dough Foods debuts a line of
volume down by 1.8% and
refrigerated take-and-bake pizzas
2.7%, respectively.
under the Fresh Bake by Donatos label.
Although refrigerated sales were down
FROZEN PL GROWTH
slightly during the most recent 12
Private label has posted gains
weeks, the category is up almost 7%
and remained strong in both
for the year.
segments, with a 10.8% share
in frozen pizza, and a 52.9%
share in refrigerated. Some observpizza,” says Alan Hoover, general
ers see room for considerably more
manager at Columbus, Ohio-based
growth in frozen.
refrigerated pizza manufacturer
Jane’s Dough
Foods (www.
janesdough
foods.com).
“When
you start
“Private label remains a frozen
getting close to that price at retail,
pizza bright spot,” says Patrick Koconsumers may decide to just call
ralewski, senior director of marketfor takeout.” As a result, “I see the
ing at Holland, Ohio-based Frozen
most opportunity with a higher-end,
Specialties Inc. (www.frozenspecial
restaurant quality-type of pizza with
ties.com). Many consumers tried
great ingredients, toppings and crust

One survey shows that thin crust (25%)
is now almost as popular as pan pizza
(29%) and hand tossed style (28%).
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— but at a more reasonable price,
between, say, $8 and $9.”
The premium frozen pizza segment (average price above $4 per
unit) is the only one showing positive growth, according to Giacomo

Fallucca, president and CEO of
Milwaukee-based Palermo’s (www.
palermospizza.com). Economic pressures may have forced consumers to
cut back on takeout and delivery, but
they refuse to compromise on quality, he says.
Sales of thin-crust pizza have
grown the most (about 5% a year in
the past 5 years), while sales of rising
crust pizza have declined, he says.
In fact, one survey shows that thin
crust (25%) is now almost as popular
as pan pizza (29%) and hand tossed
style (28%).

TOPPINGS EVOLVE
Manufacturers also have identified
some shifts in preferred pizza toppings. While pepperoni is still king,
toppings such as steak and barbecue chicken and ingredients such
as pesto, cilantro and rosemary are
gaining ground. Also increasingly
popular: exotic flavors such as TexMex and Thai.
“The kind of flavors you saw early
on from companies like California
Pizza Kitchen are becoming more
popular across the country,” says
Hoover, whose company will debut
two “specialty” varieties — Mexicana
Supreme and Hawaiian Barbecue
Chicken — under its new Fresh Bake
by Donatos label later this month.
(The line takes its name from Donatos Pizzeria, a chain of 160 pizza
restaurants.)
Though much smaller than the
frozen segment, the refrigerated
pizza category continues to grow,
says Hoover. Consumers want freshness and convenience, he explains,
but take-and-bake refrigerated offers

With sales this hot, your cashiers
might Want to put on oven mitts.
+11.8%

value
-1.5%

mainstream
- 6.3%

premium
+1.3%

2011 Frozen pizza growth
There’s one brand of frozen pizza that continues to be
a hot seller in the freezer section. Palermo’s. No one
is more passionate about great pizza. Our obsession
with the details, big and small, makes Palermo’s the
perfect choice for pizza lovers. It’s no wonder we’re
helping retailers increase frozen pizza sales.
To find out how to share in this remarkable growth
and fire up your category sales, call Don Ostergren,
our VP of Sales, at 800-800-7912.
Visit us online at stockpalermos.com

© Palermo Villa Inc. 2012
*Nielsen NITRO Total U.S. Food $2MM+ for the 52 weeks ending 12/24/2011

SPOTLIGHT: PIZZA

more control over the dinner occasion than they get from takeout or
delivery. Although the segment is
dominated by private label, Hoover
thinks a national brand like Fresh
Bake by Donatos — which already

out Pizza Dipping Sticks, which
come with a pair of sauces, and
expanded its line of “Pizza and”
combos with Pizza and Cinnamon
Sticks. Combining complementary products in a single package is
designed to compete against pizzerias, which often make up for
rock-bottom pizza prices by pushing
higher-priced add-ons. But retailers
can achieve the same results through
cross-promotion.

SUCCESS WITH BUNDLING

Premium frozen pizza is the only
segment showing real growth,
according to Giacomo Fallucca,
president of Palermo’s.

“Retailers have had huge success
with bundled deals, especially
around big sports events or holidays,” says Peter Smith, marketing manager at New Boston,
Mich.-based Champion Foods
(www.championfoods.com).
“We do things like buy a pizza,
get breadsticks, a two-liter soda
and a salad kit free,” though
even simple combos that offer
just one freebie with purchase
can boost trial, he explains.
Fallucca likes meal deals, too. “Not
only do they help the consumer with
meal planning, they minimize the
devaluation of products included in
the bundle.” He adds, “Price dis-

counting (alone) will certainly bring
more volume. But it does little to
attract new shoppers or boost incremental sales.”
Fallucca says premium products
should be placed in the middle of
the frozen pizza section with lowerprice-point items fanning out from
there toward either end. Endcaps and
other secondary displays, especially
when they include complementary
items, are also helpful, even when the
product isn’t on deal.
“Our data suggests that openingprice-point frozen pizza reacts very
well to display without price discounting... since the product should
already own the best price in the

‘Retailers have had huge
success with bundled deals,
especially around big
sports events or holidays.’

has some equity — could help retailers better compete with local pizzecategory,” says Koralewski. “Further
rias for their share of stomach.
discounting generally only dilutes
On the frozen side, manufacturers
category profits. However, retailers
continue to extend top-selling brands.
that maintain their everyday low
For example, Palermo's added Threeprice in a secondary display grow catMeat Sicilian and Spinach, Bacon and
egory profits because... all incremenFeta varieties to its Primo
Thin lineup and Meat
Lovers and Philly Cheese
We looked up “pizza” in the Guinness Book of World Records. Here’s what we found…
Steak flavors to its Hand
Tossed Style collection.
FASTEST EATING OF — The fastest time to eat a 12-inch pizza is 69.36 seconds,
Bloomington, Minn.achieved in Tokyo on Feb. 12 of this year by Takeru Kobayashi, who now holds six
based Schwan's added a
Guinness World Records.
new Three Meat Medley to
BIGGEST — The biggest commercially available pizza is 54 inches square, sold by
its Freschetta Brick Oven
Big Mama’s and Papa’s Pizzeria in three of its locations near Los Angeles. Dubbed
range (www.freschetta.
“The Giant Sicilian,” it is $199.99 plus tax, and feeds 50 to 70, according to the
com), “now made with betpizzeria’s website. You have to order 24 hours in advance. Extra toppings are $14.99
ter ingredients,” including
each, and extra cheese is $29.99.
sea salt and olive oil. And
category leader DiGiorno
LONGEST — The world’s longest pizza — 3,745 feet, or just over seven-tenths of a
(www.digiorno.com),
mile — was made on May 31, 2011 in Spain with the help of 100 chefs and helpers. The
now owned by Glendale,
pizza was placed on a table and a specially manufactured oven was placed and carried
Calif.-based Nestlé USA,
over it, cooking the whole thing in about three hours. The pizza was cut into slices and
debuted a new sub-brand
sold for one Euro each, with proceeds going to charity.
called Italian-Style faHIGHEST TOSS — The highest pizza base toss using 20 ounces of dough was 21
vorites, featuring flavors
feet, five inches, by Joe Carlucci on April 20, 2006. The record was set at the Mall of
such as Chicken ParmeAmerica in Minneapolis, during the filming of Guinness World Records Week for the
san, Meatball Marinara
Food Network channel.
and Meat Trio.
— Warren Thayer
DiGiorno also rolled

It’s A World Record!
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tal units sold are sold at full revenue.” category. “There’s a real opportunity
and specialty flavors that rotate every
He adds, “We generally see a twoto bring some excitement to the deli
couple of months. “And instead of
to three-times lift using this strategy
case and make it more compelling,”
putting refrigerated pizza up on a
and very little, if any, sales erosion
he remarks. To demonstrate your
shelf, make sure it’s merchandised in
upstream, which suggests consumers dedication to the category, Hoover
such a way that consumers can see
are using opening-price-point pizza
suggests offering more than just two
the toppings through the cut-outs on
for one occasion and higher-priced
or three SKUs, including signature
the box,” he says. n
alternatives for another.”
Proper display is even
PIZZA
more critical in the reSupermarket sales for the 12 weeks ending Feb. 19, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the Chicago-based
frigerated pizza catemarket research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago. Data is for the brands as originally
gory because, although
trademarked and may not include line extensions.
the segment is growing,
CATEGORY
$ SALES
% CHG UNIT SALES
% CHG
VOLUME % CHG
take-and-bake sales are
still mostly unplanned,
FROZEN PIZZA
$706,556,000
(4.5) 222,878,100
(8.3)
217,800,000
(8.9)
DiGiorno
$165,323,200
3.0
29,977,570
(0.9)
47,372,260
(0.0)
says Smith. “It has to be
Private Label
$76,392,960
10.8
29,506,320
4.2
27,906,540
1.8
given prominent disTombstone
$59,526,180
(4.7)
16,492,150
(9.9)
22,656,910
(9.5)
play space so consumRed Baron 		
$56,446,700
(22.3)
13,785,970
(29.9)
17,360,220 (27.4)
ers are aware of it.”
Totino’
s
Party
Pizza
$38,301,980
1.5
28,589,870
(1.2)
18,642,790
(1.3)
Unfortunately, says
Jack’s Original
$30,802,900
(4.0)
10,756,750
(11.6)
11,488,910
(11.5)
Hoover, most refrigerFreschetta
$27,633,960
(30.7)
5,271,849
(30.1)
7,283,822
(31.2)
ated displays aren’t parCalifornia Pizza Kitchen
$24,877,470
(24.4)
4,741,495
(26.7)
3,515,228 (23.9)
ticularly well executed,
Tony’s 		
$22,725,990
(17.6)
11,406,440
(18.9)
8,802,032
(25.1)
which makes consumStouffer’s 		
$17,827,490
(7.8)
6,187,343
(13.5)
4,632,769
(13.8)
ers question the store’s
FROZEN PIZZA CRUSTS/DOUGH $3,237,184
27.6
1,131,728
16.6
1,292,419
3.7
commitment to the
REFRIGERATED PIZZA/KITS
$38,886,730
(1.2)
7,567,933
(1.8)
13,507,060
(2.7)

SPOTLIGHT: SNACKS

SNACKS
ARE

MEALS!

Meals comprised entirely of snacks
and appetizers are catching on fast.
And ethnic niches are among the
star performers.
BY COURTNEY DEINES-JONES

W

for Asian brands at Windsor Foods
(www.windsorfoods.com), Houston,
cites SymphonyIRI Group data showing that dollar sales in the Asian segment of the category grew by 32.4% in
the 52 weeks ended Jan. 29.
“Asian foods are perceived to be
difficult to cook
from scratch, so
consumers would
prefer to purchase
them,” she says.
Connor adds that
“Kids are growing
up much more familiar with Asian
cuisine” and are attracted to snacks
such as potstickers and egg rolls.
Mexican-themed snacks are also
seeing strong growth, according to
Kim Ruiz Beck, chairman/interim
president and CEO of Ruiz Foods,

year increases in the 12 weeks ended
February 19.
Great American Appetizer (www.
appetizer.com), Nampa, Idaho,
which sells under its own and private
label brands, sees growth in all
ethnic lines as a natural. “Ameri-

Dollar sales in the Asian segment
of the category grew by 32.4% in
the 52 weeks ended Jan. 29.
can consumers are comprised of a
mosaic of cultures. It’s inevitable that
mainstream interest will merge with
a fusion of ethnic flavors,” says Frank
Benso, vp of retail sales.
Crepini (www.crepini.com), Brooklyn, N.Y., is also benefiting from the

ith increasing frequency,
consumers are making
meals entirely from frozen
snacks and appetizers. And within
the category, some ethnic
niches are posting double-digit gains.
Astute retailers are capSupermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended Feb. 19, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the Chicago-based
market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago. Data is for the brands as originally
italizing on these trends,
trademarked and may not include line extensions.
even though the category
as a whole has been soft.
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
Supermarket sales rose
TOTAL CATEGORY
$281,264,800
2.6
74,552,980
(1.9) 73,826,220
1.7
2.6% to $281,264,800
APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS $265,995,800
3.2
69,131,090
(0.9) 68,479,550
2.7
during the 12 weeks
Totino’s Pizza Rolls
$63,045,180
(0.5)
18,608,540
(8.7) 22,558,800
0.6
ended Feb. 19, according
TGI Friday’s
$30,483,120
(6.7)
6,514,073
(15.9)
5,673,255
(8.6)
Private Label
$23,563,830
10.7
6,356,073
3.6
5,894,801
1.1
to SymphonyIRI Group,
Bagel Bites
$17,107,780
(10.4)
5,008,459
(10.0)
3,533,109
(12.9)
the Chicago-based market
Jose Ole
$15,281,490
(12.7)
3,006,484
(19.9)
4,022,504
(19.8)
research firm.
Farm
Rich
$14,600,060
20.5
2,707,127
22.0
4,068,071
18.8
That’s a slight dip from
El
Monterey
$11,474,080
25.5
2,034,507
27.1
2,962,470
24.8
the 4.3% advance posted
Delimex
$9,139,339
40.6
1,443,438
42.2
2,852,006
41.9
for the full 52-week peChung’s
$7,404,771
5.3
2,281,088
2.7
1,796,925
5.6
riod, despite an increase
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine
$6,827,494
283.3
2,672,833
307.7
1,336,417
307.7
in total volume sold with
PRETZELS
$10,437,590 (10.4)
3,892,139
(15.0)
3,288,391
(13.6)
merchandising support
BREADED VEGETABLES
$4,831,393
2.2
1,529,745
(5.0) 2,058,278
(2.9)
(49.3% for the 12 weeks,
versus 42.0% for the full
year). Units slipped by
growth of ethnic niches, according
1.9% in the 12-week period, although (www.elmonterey.com), Dinuba,
Calif.,
marketer
of
the
El
Monterey
to Paula Rimer, executive officer. She
volume was up by 1.7% — indicating
brand.
describes her company’s products as
a slight shift to larger pack sizes.
“Today’s mainstream consumer
“a North American fusion of a French
ACCELERATING TREND
can’t get enough Mexican food. They
crepe and the Russian blini.” Medienjoy — even crave — different texterranean flavors including Spinach
Combining appetizers to create
tures and flavors and are very willing and Feta and Portobella Parmagiano
“home meal solutions” has been notto experiment with heat,” she notes.
have proven popular. Interestingly,
ed for some time now, but observers
The numbers bear her out — while El after Crepini shifted its focus from
say the trend is accelerating. HelpMonterey has had industry-average,
the frozen food lineups to grabing it along, they say, is the growing
52-week dollar increases of 4.2%,
and-go refrigerated packaging, sales
popularity of ethnic items.
picked up “tremendously.”
Beth Connor, director of marketing it’s enjoyed healthy 25.4% year-over-

FROZEN SNACKS/APPETIZERS
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NEW TWISTS
Some traditional favorites are getting new twists. Bacon, egg and
cheese have teamed up for years,
and now Bylada Foods (www.
byladafoods.com), Moonachie, N.J.,
has combined them on open-faced
mini-bagels and on mini buttermilk
biscuits. After successful tests, the
company plans a national rollout
of the new appetizers later this
year — targeting them to both kids
and adults, says Meade Bradshaw,

name and for private label.
There’s plenty of innovation hitting the category, much of it tied
to packaging. For Windsor, says
Connor, using a “unique, takeoutstyle pail” reinforces the Tai Pei
single-serving line’s Asian image
while increasing space-to-sales ratio,
benefiting retailers.
Beck reports that Ruiz is also
thinking small-and-convenient. For
2012, El Monterey mini tacos and
burritos are available in single-serve
versions.
Larger,
resealable
packaging,
which allows consumers to use only as much
at a time as they like, also is popular.
“Convenience is steering this category,” says Great American’s Benso.
Beck cites the success of El Monterey’s “freezer-friendly and convenient” Snack Bag packaging, introduced
just over a year ago for Mini Chimis,
Quesadillas, Taquitos and Mini

Bylada’s Bradshaw suggests bundling
appetizers with pizza for meal deals.
national sales manager.
Bylada has already had success
with its standard pizza bagel, and
with the breakfast category growing
but underdeveloped, the mini bagels
seemed a natural, Bradshaw adds.
The nine-count packages, with a
suggested retail of $3.39 to $3.69, are
available under Bylada’s Chef Gusto

Tacos. Since introduction, the Snack
Bag line has, with Ruiz Foods’ Family
Pack Burritos, become “the cornerstone of our portfolio.”
Bylada’s Bradshaw sees growth
in both family-size and single-serve
packs. Value-conscious shoppers are
often attracted to 40- to 60-count
packs, which help supermarkets compete with club stores. Single-serve,
four-to-six count packs can provide
retailers with a low-cost impulse item
that can feed kids after school or
satisfy an adult shopper’s desire for
portion control.
Health-conscious consumers
are also paying more attention to
ingredients. Accordingly, Windsor’s
Tai Pei and Ling Ling brands carry
the “whole grain” stamp to indicate
each serving has 8 grams of whole
grains. Bylada has removed partially
hydrogenated oils from its products,
and is also using whole grains in
its bagels, and is also providing 8
grams of whole grains per serving.
Great American is focusing more on
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cleaner ingredients and labels. Mr.
Dee’s (www.mr-dees.com), Libertyville, Ill., continues to promote its use
of real cheese and bacon in its potato
skin snacks. In addition to touting
fresh ingredients and a bakery-tofreezer production approach, Ruiz
Foods has signed on as a partner
of the National Sodium Reduction
Initiative. And Crepini is launching
a buckwheat crepe and
substituting canola oil
with a 100% GMO-free
butter concentrate.
Interestingly, none of
the producers contacted seems eager to
jump on the “X”-free
bandwagon. For example, “gluten-free
is more popular, but it’s still a small
niche,” says Pat Conroy, president
ot Mr. Dee’s. “You just can’t move
volume that way.”
With an eye to how appetizers
are being used as meals today, they
should be merchandised strategically, observers say. Bylada’s Bradshaw

suggests bundling appetizers with
pizza for meal deals. Ruiz’s Beck suggests merchandising frozen Mexican
items next to other frozen snacks
and appetizers, as consumers usually
build their baskets from these product types.
Windsor’s Connor advises building an “Asian meal solution” section grouping frozen entrees and
appetizers
together.
“This is
consistent
with how
consumers eat
Asian food
at restaurants,” she says. “Retailers
benefit from the natural inclination
to purchase both appetizers and
entrees for a meal.”
At least one observer believes that
poor quality product is holding the
snack and appetizer category back.
Mr. Dee’s Conroy laments that “A
lot of producers cheapen the prod-

Ruiz Foods has signed
on as a partner of
the National Sodium
Reduction Initiative.

uct with heavy breading, or fake
cheese and bacon. People see it’s
a dollar less, and that’s what they
reach for.” The trick for producers
using better-quality ingredients,
says Conroy, is to “find the niche for
upscale, but at a reasonable price.”
Mr. Dee’s is attempting to exploit
this niche by bringing its real baconwrapped, cheese-stuffed jalapeno
pepper snacks to market and developing other non-breaded products.

DEMOS ARE KEY
Conroy adds that demos are essential. “When the price point is higher
than the competition, you need to
get the product in people’s hands.
Once they’ve tasted it, they understand the extra cost of real ingredients is worth it.”
Bylada’s Bradshaw notes that
while high-end items come and go,
standbys like pizza bagels, pizza rolls,
mozzarella sticks, taquitos and potato
skins have always driven about half of
the category’s volume. n

SPOTLIGHT: BREAKFAST

Breakfasts

a pair of pre-flavored Eggo Wafflers
tortillas and a third meatless variety
“that don’t require a fork, a plate
that tested well among moms seekor even syrup.” The grab-and-go
ing healthy snacks for their children.
products come in both Strawberry
Meanwhile, Kellogg’s just rolled out
Strudel and Brown Sugar Cinnamon
both Eggo Protein, which boasts 8
grams of protein per serving, and
Waffles and handheld entrees drive Roll flavors.
Also new in hand-held: breakfast
Eggo Homestyle Low-Fat, which
gains, as convenience and ‘better
quesadillas
contains
for you’ grow in importance.
from Downers
50% less fat
BY DENISE LEATHERS
Grove, Ill.-based
than regular
Sara Lee (www.
Eggos.
upermarket sales of frozen
Pinnajimmydean.
breakfast foods climbed 1.6% to com). Offered
cle Foods,
top $382.7 million during the
Mountain
under both its
12 weeks ended Feb. 19, according to Jimmy Dean and
Lake, N.J.,
Chicago-based market research firm better-for-you
also has
SymphonyIRI Group. But units and
jumped on
Jimmy Dean
volume were both down versus the
the betterDelights brands,
New Simply Eggo has no preservatives, for-you
same year-ago period.
the microwaveartificial flavors or colors.
The three largest subcategories —
bandwagon,
able product
waffles (+7.1%), handheld breakfast
adding
features regular
(+3.4%) and breakfast entrees (+0.2%) or turkey sausage, eggs or egg whites
two new varieties to its refrigerated
— all posted dollar gains while the
Lender’s Bagel lineup (www.lenders
and cheese in a flour tortilla, reports
three smallest — other breakfast
bagels.com). Offered under the new
general manager Amy Grabow. “The
foods (-11.9%), bagels (-13.7%) and
protein is key,” she adds. “Consumers Healthy Grain sub-brand, both Oat
muffins (-0.1%) — registered losses.
and Multi-Grain are packed with
today realize it can satisfy them in
protein and fiber, the two nutrients
ways a carb-only breakfast may not.”
‘CONVENIENT, PORTABLE’
Other launches include
Although most consumers recognize Carson, Calif.-based
the importance of a healthy breakCedarlane Natural Foods’
fast, they don’t always have time for
(www.cedarlanefoods.
it. To meet growing demand for con- com) all-natural egg
venient, portable options that also
white omelettes, a dish that is new to most sought by consumers ages 18
deliver on nutrition, manufacturers
to 45 and 45 and over, respectively,
the frozen aisle. The “non-traditionhave rolled out a plethora of new
in weekday breakfasts, according
al” product fills a void in the categoitems. For example, Minneapolisto Mintel (www.mintel.com), the
ry, according to vp of sales Gordon
based General Mills (www.pillsbury.
London-based market research firm
Hagedorn. He adds that Cedarlane
com) recently
with offices in Chicago.
will introduce egg white
debuted a
frittatas to the frozen
trio of frozen
department this summer. SNACKING TREND
biscuit sandBetter-for-you also
Lender’s also added Cinnabon Cinwiches under
remains a key driver
namon Swirl to its Little Lender’s
its Pillsbury
in the frozen breakfast
mini-bagel collection, tapping into
Grands! label.
category. Manufacturers the trend toward “breakfast snackWith a sugare working overtime
ing.” The phenomenon refers to
gested retail
to meet demand for
smaller portions of breakfast foods
price of $2.89
products not only low in consumed more frequently, accordfor a twofat, calories and cholesing to Brandi Unchester, senior
pack, the Egg
terol
but
high
in
fiber
brand manager for frozen and refrigJimmy Dean has rolled out
McMuffinand
protein.
For
examerated breakfasts. “In my case, it’s the
a variety of ‘better for you’
type product
ple,
Columbus,
Ohio‘second breakfast’ I have around 10
items under its Delights label.
serves as a
based Bob Evans (www.
a.m.,” she says.
make-it-at-home alternative to drive- bobevans.com) has expanded its
A related category trend is the
thru fare for about the same price.
shift toward simpler, more wholeline of breakfast burritos to include
Kellogg’s (www.leggomyeggo.
some fare made with fewer ingredithree better-for-you options — two
com), Battle Creek, Mich, introduced with turkey sausage and whole wheat ents. Pinnacle jumped on it a year

Rise 1.6%

S

Waffles climbed by 7.1%, with
handhelds ahead by 3.4%.
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SPOTLIGHT: BREAKFAST

ago when it “simplified” its Aunt
Jemima frozen pancake and waffle
recipes in an effort to create products more like home-made, with no
preservatives, high fructose corn
syrup or artificial flavors. To boost

fruit.... Based on this insight, retailers have the opportunity to tap into
the overall power of the breakfast
occasion by merchandising comprehensive ‘Start the Day Right’ breakfast solutions, including juices, eggs,

Protein and fiber are two ingredients most sought
after by adult consumers in weekday breakfasts.

like Lunchables-type kits, refrigerated side dishes and frozen entrees.
“Really think about the lifestyle and
choices of that convenience-driven
shopper,” she says.
Although retailers tend to organize frozen breakfast products by type
(waffles, sandwiches, entrees, etc.),
many manufacturers prefer brand
blocking. They say that consumers
look first for the brands they trust,
and are exposed to more items they
might not see if the section is organized by type. Brand blocking also
makes it easier for consumers to find
promoted items, especially during a
sale period, they say.
To further improve the shopability of the frozen breakfast section,
Milliken suggests retailers consider
using color-coded shelf tags to flag
products that are high in fiber, allnatural, low-fat, etc. n

the BFY quotient, says Unchester,
fruits, jams/jellies, cereal, bagels and
the company also added a fiber-rich
frozen breakfast, in order to bring
oatmeal pancake variety.
more sales to the frozen aisle.”
Kellogg’s recently took a similar
But cross-merchandising opportustep with its Eggo brand, rolling out
nities aren’t limited only to breakfast
Simply Eggo Original Waffles, which
products. “A busy household that
contain no preservatives, artificial
buys convenient frozen breakfast
flavors or artificial colors.
options is more than likely shopping
Because consumers don’t spend
convenient lunch and dinner seca lot of time in the frozen section
tions, too,” says Danielle Milliken,
compared with other areas of the
brand marketing manager for Bob
store, “Frozen breakfast has lower
Evans.
household awareness and penetration
“So look for tie-ins with products
than other breakfast
options,” says Jimmy
Dean’s Grabow. To enSupermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended Feb. 19, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the Chicago-based
courage shoppers to visit
market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago. Data is for the brands as originally
the section, she contrademarked and may not include line extensions. Brands with less than $500,000 in sales are not listed.
tinues, retailers should
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES
% CHG
VOLUME
% CHG
try to build awareness
TOTAL CATEGORY
$382,717,300
1.6 126,623,100
(6.3)
105,345,200
(4.7)
before consumers enter
WAFFLES		
$140,058,000
7.1
50,290,320
(6.1)
43,930,790
(3.1)
the store — through ads,
Kellogg’s Eggo
$71,584,410
5.0
23,009,100
(11.7)
22,568,590
(5.6)
fliers, coupons, etc. — or
Private Label
$26,978,300
3.9
12,134,370
(5.1)
10,627,630
(3.0)
by driving them to froKellogg’s Nutri Grain Eggo
$7,710,230
(47.3)
2,408,731
(52.0)
1,851,832
(52.0)
zen breakfast from other
Kellogg’s Eggo Thick & Fluffy
$6,810,170
342.6
2,527,363
273.1
1,882,547
283.3
higher-traffic breakfast
Aunt Jemima
$6,538,229
(14.1)
3,561,135
(18.5)
2,742,592
(18.5)
departments like milk,
Kellogg’s Eggo Nutri Grain
$5,945,634
*
1,846,367
*
1,419,487
*
eggs and cereal via sigVan’s 		
$5,263,567
23.7
1,689,149
22.7
908,669
24.0
nage, cross-couponing,
HANDHELD BREAKFASTS
$99,696,590
3.4
23,567,790
(2.3)
21,453,510
(2.5)
bundling and similar
Jimmy Dean
$42,452,070
(2.8)
6,645,091
(15.0)
8,855,596
(9.7)
strategies.
Jimmy Dean Delights
$10,710,520
10.6
1,775,027
6.6
2,185,179
6.7
Odom’s Tennessee Pride
$6,445,596
8.9
1,061,746
1.0
1,407,302
1.7
“Consumers view
Wgt Wtchrs Smrt Ones Mrning Exprs $5,869,815
12.3
2,099,993
10.1
1,070,047
12.2
breakfast holistically,”
Private Label
$4,409,777
44.7
1,379,606
68.5
1,128,667
47.3
says Philip Barrone,
Tennessee Pride
$3,816,566
1.6
1,094,422
(4.0)
831,118
(4.2)
Pinnacle’s vp of market
Hot Pockets
$3,602,046
(11.8)
1,658,595
(15.4)
894,869
(15.7)
research. “They aren’t
BREAKFAST ENTREES
$91,061,070
0.2
32,940,530
(1.8)
25,305,310
(1.5)
necessarily frozen
Aunt Jemima
$16,594,650
(20.0)
8,064,336
(18.5)
5,096,455
(19.8)
breakfast consumers or
Jimmy Dean Breakfast Bowls
$11,320,930
(14.1)
4,109,888
(15.2)
2,061,930
(15.2)
shelf-stable breakfast
Jimmy Dean
$10,977,430
(0.4)
1,820,029
(8.0)
2,433,748
(6.4)
consumers. They view
Private Label
$8,097,770
12.3
3,900,869
11.4
3,465,050
10.5
these products interKellogg’s Eggo
$5,400,983
12.8
1,956,886
8.0
1,929,404
8.0
changeably. So a conKellogg’s Eggo French Toaster Sticks
$4,298,534
211.0
1,549,649
187.9
1,230,112
187.9
sumer might buy eggs to
Wgt Wtchrs Smrt Ones Mrning Exprs $3,995,454
12.1
1,505,129
14.3
572,868
9.5
make omelets and serve
*New product with no prior year’s history, or working off a small base with a large gain.
them alongside frozen
pancakes and fresh

FROZEN BREAKFASTS
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SPOTLIGHT: DESSERTS

DECADENT
DESSERTS
FLOURISH
Consumers love the good stuff,
especially if it comes with built-in
portion control.

I

f you’re going to have a dessert
anyway, you might as well splurge
on quality and be sure it tastes
good. But at the same time, built-in
portion control is a good thing.
That’s what shoppers seem to be
saying lately when it comes to the
frozen desserts category. Supermarket sales of frozen desserts and
toppings edged ahead by 0.3% to
$116.0 million in the 12 weeks ended
Feb. 19, according to SymphonyIRI
Group, the Chicago-based market
research firm.

But sweet goods (no cheesecakes)
turned in the best results of the major subcategories, and it was generally
the higher-end products that scored
the biggest gains.
A top performer the past few years
has been Delizza’s thawand-serve products,
made with a Europeanstyle dairy cream,
Belgian-stye chocolate
and Bavarian fillings.
The quality and convenience make
them ideal as entertainment items,
says Fred Liggero, vp of sales.
The relatively high dollar ring
and margin have earned extra facings at many retailers, helping their
growth along. Giving the products
more space during holiday periods
— along with traditional pies and
cheesecakes — has also boosted sales
significantly.
A recent study by Mintel International, Chicago, says 68% of frozen

dessert purchasers buy the products
to have something on hand if they
need it. Half the shoppers surveyed
said frozen desserts are a good choice
for a reward or treat, and almost
half say frozen desserts taste as good

68% of frozen dessert shoppers
like having the products on
hand in case they need them.

as freshly made alternatives. User
groups with the strongest acceptance
of frozen desserts were the most likely to make this claim. The message
here: demo, then demo some more to
build trial and win new users.
“Some things don’t work, even
though they sound terrific, like key
lime filling, dulce de leche and raspberry, says Liggero. “What does work
is chocolate. The more the better. We
recently introduced a double chocolate éclair and it is doing very well.” n

FROZEN DESSERTS
Supermarket sales for the 12 weeks ending Feb. 19, 2012, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the Chicago-based
market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago. Data is for the brands as originally
trademarked and may not include line extensions. Brands with less than $500,000 in sales are not listed.
CATEGORY
$ SALES
% CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
CATEGORY-FZ DESSERTS/TOPPING $116,048,000
0.3
48,234,400
(3.7)
34,869,440
(4.1)
WHIP TOPPINGS
$51,869,650
(0.9)
34,292,710
(4.2)
19,312,680
(5.0)
Cool Whip
$25,122,600
4.8
15,794,990
1.4
8,904,755
0.6
Private Label
$14,060,930
(5.4)
10,672,830
(8.7)
6,116,336
(9.6)
Cool Whip Lite
$7,525,204
(3.8)
4,583,518
(5.8)
2,585,860
(6.8)
Cool Whip Free
$3,354,239
(11.7)
2,061,459
(12.5)
1,099,238
(13.5)
Cool Whip Sugar Free
$1,600,780
(6.4)
1,098,370
(8.7)
549,185
(8.7)
SWEET GOODS-NO CHEESECAKES
$48,590,980
3.1
11,494,150
(0.4)
12,280,050
(1.1)
Private Label
$8,059,830
(1.7)
1,393,752
(1.6)
2,034,803
(2.6)
Sara Lee
$7,196,085
(8.1)
1,565,868
(17.6)
1,318,809
(19.4)
Pepperidge Farm Three Layer Cake
$7,173,036
1.7
2,132,157
(0.4)
2,611,891
(0.4)
Delizza
$7,149,773
9.1
1,379,875
5.1
1,239,029
6.6
Pepperidge Farm
$6,989,999
6.9
2,094,570
4.1
2,031,021
9.3
Mrs. Smith’s
$2,165,398
(11.0)
441,786
(18.6)
883,775
(18.5)
Weight Watchers Smart Ones
$1,338,537
2.1
688,846
14.7
226,451
8.6
Marie Callender’s
$1,300,439
8.2
232,106
4.3
464,213
4.3
Pillsbury Toaster Strudel
$590,874
14.5
121,883
5.0
175,207
5.0
Jon Donaire
$571,241
4.0
47,304
2.5
73,018
1.2
FZ CHEESECAKES
$15,392,620
(4.5)
2,419,324
(11.1)
3,254,933
(9.8)
Sara Lee
$8,609,717
(4.4)
1,563,496
(13.6)
2,106,641
(10.8)
Private Label
$3,937,896
(0.4)
412,976
(0.2)
709,805
(3.3)
Jon Donaire
$1,071,730
(9.1)
120,910
(16.5)
190,377
(12.0)
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The Taste of
the Good Life
The largest producer of premium
European desserts brings Delizza
European-style pastries to the U.S.
Prepared from an original Belgium recipe,
Delizza Patisserie pastries are enormously
popular with consumers. Backed by a
strong coupon marketing effort, along
with aggressive Trade promotions, new
packaging and web site, Delizza is sure
to help drive your sales and profits.

Join the good life with
Delizza Patisserie!
www.delizza.us

Delizza Patisserie 6610 Corporation Parkway, Battleboro, NC 27809, 252-442-0270

SPOTLIGHT: INDIAN

Indian Food
Mainstreams

It’s now mature enough to be
integrated into mainstream shelf
sets rather than being merchandised
in a separate section.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

I

ndian food has finally reached
the point where it can be merchandised alongside similar mainstream fare rather than in a separate
section, says Mike Ryan, sales and
marketing vp at Union, N.J.-based
Deep Foods, maker of the Tandoor
Chef brand (www.tandoorchef.com).
“I like to compare it to a new immigrant. When he first arrives in this
country, he has to live among other
new immigrants in a section of town
no one else visits. But the minute
he can get out and live among the
masses, he does,” says Ryan.

It’s increasingly important for Indian
foods to be Halal-certified, according
to American Halal, marketer of the
Saffron Road line.

“In the beginning, Indian food
needed to be in a separate section,”
he continues. “But to reach the next
level requires exposure among consumers who probably wouldn’t visit
a separate section but are definitely
open to Indian food if they see it.”
The category is growing rapidly in
both restaurants and supermarkets,
but growth at retail is hampered by
insufficient space and variety. Although Indian food consumers typi-
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cally have more
broaden the appeal of
disposable income
our products and the
and are better
category as a whole,”
educated than the
he says.
average shopper,
Although Tandoor
many retailers
Chef is often prosimply don’t carry
moted among existing
a sufficient variety
customers via social
of Indian foods.
media, Ryan says
And all too often,
demos are a great way
they simply stock
to bring new users to
the same popular
the category. “Because
dishes (like, say,
Indian is still new
Chicken Tikka
Tandoor Chef is betting on its to many American
Masala) under
shoppers, demos help
Naan Pizza, a ‘gateway item’
several different
familiarize them with
that delivers Indian flavors
brands instead
the cuisine in a riskin a format familiar to most
of offering true
free way,” he explains.
Americans.
variety.
The company is also
“It’s important to offer a complete
betting on its Naan Pizza, a “gateway
menu, including appetizers, entrees,
item” that delivers Indian flavors in
Indian bread, vegetarian options,
a format familiar to most Amerietc.,” says Ryan, who believes many
cans. “If they like it, hopefully they’ll
procurement executives just don’t
venture further into Indian cuisine,”
know the category well enough yet to says Ryan.
stock it properly.
Although many buyers treat Indian MULTIPLES PRICING
Acree says multiples pricing has
food as one homogenous cuisine, it’s
worked well for Saffron Road’s singleactually made up of many different
serve entrees, since consumers tend
cuisines, each with its own distincto stock up when the price is hot. He
tive flavors, spices and levels of heat,
adds that frozen Indian entree sales
he explains.
are often incremental to the category
Another increasingly important
because, until recently, many Indian
part of a comprehensive Indian
food consumers weren’t buying frofoods program is products that are
zen entrees at all.
Halal-certified. More than half of
Manufacturers say promotions that
the disposable income of America’s
coincide with Indian holidays such as
eight million Muslims is represented
Diwali (the Festival of Lights) attract
by consumers of Southeast Asian
heritage, particularly Indian
and Pakistani,
according to Jack
Acree, exec vp of sales and marketing not only customers of Indian descent
already familiar with the celebration
at Stamford, Conn.-based American
but new shoppers looking for some
Halal Co. (www.saffronroadfood.
excitement. Meal deals that include
com), maker of the Saffron Road
several different types of products
lineup. He says many of these shopare especially effective during such
pers can’t find protein-based, Halalevents.
certified products in traditional
“This is an emerging category on
supermarkets.
the verge of exploding,” Ryan conTandoor Chef recently secured
cludes. “But for retailers to get their
Halal certification for all of its
share, they have to dedicate the apchicken and lamb dishes, and it’s
developing additional Halal products, propriate space and carry all of the
according to Ryan. “It’s a great way to segments.” n

Demos help familiarize shoppers
with Indian cuisine in a risk-free way.

Say hello to our Halal certiﬁed cuisine
... and one more reason to love our Indian selections.

Tandoor Chef is now oﬀering certiﬁed Halal entrées and appetizers – it’s
another way to increase your frozen grocery rings with an ever growing
demographic. In addition to Halal, Tandoor Chef prepares authentic
restaurant quality Indian cuisine that’s vegetarian, vegan and gluten-free too.
Say hello to specialty shoppers and goodbye to lower proﬁts. Call us today at
(800) 468-6499, visit TandoorChef.com/Halal or scan the code below to view
our entire Halal product line.

Tandoori Chicken
Samosa

Chicken
Biryani

Certiﬁed Halal by ISNA
Halal Certiﬁcation Agency

Chicken
Curry

Chicken Tikka
Masala

TandoorChef.com
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Killing

Kilowatts
Electric bills in cold-chain warehouses are dropping, thanks to
new technology and incentives for
improving energy efficiency. (Part
one of two.)
BY DAN RAFTERY
Advances in control technologies and
lighting systems have given many
cold-chain warehouse operators
big savings on their electric bills. In
many cases, payback is as short as
one or two years when rebate incentives are available. But how long will
these funds be around?
To answer that question and learn
how companies are cutting utility
bills, we convened a virtual roundtable of leading public refrigerated

warehouse operators and energy efficiency experts, which included:
⎯Matt Chang, vp of sales and marketing, Hench Control, Inc., Hercules, Calif.
⎯Andy Janson, president, Hanson
Logistics, St. Joseph, Mo.
⎯Paul Henningsen, vp, engineering
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& corporate development, Henningsen Cold Storage Company, Hillsboro,
Ore.
— Dave Arnett, regional chief engineer, U.S. Cold Storage, Voorhees,
N.J.
— Steve Tippmann, exec vp,
Tippmann Group, Fort Wayne,
Ind.
— Chris Covell, president,
SmartWatt Energy Inc.,
Ballston Lake, N.Y.
— Bryan Genevick, project
development engineer/mechanical division, SmartWatt
Energy Inc., Ballston Lake,
N.Y.
— Tom Bowen, regional director,
energy services, McKinstry, Seattle.

suction pressure and lowers the discharge pressure, reducing the energy
needed to run the compressor.
— Using variable frequency drives on
condenser fan motors.
‘Heat reclaiming
systems can take the
heat that is typically
discarded from the
refrigeration system
and redirect it to
underfloor warming
and space heating.’
— Andy Janson

Energy management systems designed to reduce the partial loading
of compressors operate compressors
at peak efficiency, using less energy.
Another efficient design strategy is
to base system discharge pressure
controls on wet bulb temperatures.
Henningsen: We have a fully automated refrigeration control system,
utilizing variable frequency drives.
We also believe that it is critically
important to invest in our operators’
education so they can operate the
systems safely and efficiently.

What can be done to reduce frozen
or refrigerated warehouse electric
utility bills related to refrigeration?
Chang: We reduce refrigeration energy consumption by creating an intelligent system of proprietary hardware
with our smart controls and energy
management software. Some features
include compressor auto sequencing
and capacity optimizing; floating suction and discharge pressure; special
set points for blast freezing; lower
discharge
‘Training and retraining of operators
pressure
when there’s
is key not only on the ‘hardware.’ They
no defrost;
optimizmust also understand the software,
ing defrost;
trending and settings of the systems.’
cycling fans;
load shed— Scott Parker, Interstate Cold Storage
ding; and
account
Arnett: Over the last few years,
real-time energy pricing and peak
cascade refrigeration systems have
demand schedules.
become popular. They use CO₂ to
The Hench system takes all varicool the facility, with an ammonia
ables into account and balances the
pre-cooling stage. Horsepower to
load so that the facility is using the
least amount of horsepower necessary run a CO₂ system is about one-third
of what it takes for ammonia. These
to maintain the desired temperature
systems use about 50% less energy.
in each room or zone. The result is a
15% to 30% reduction of energy usage. Payback is very short.
Janson: Equipment design can significantly influence energy draw. Two
examples include:
⎯Increasing coil surface on evaporators and condensers, which raises the

Tippmann: We look for more efficient designs including larger
condensers to lower the head pressure, larger evaporators to raise the
suction pressure and variable speed

LOGISTICS

drives to adjust equipment speed
to match the need. Depending on
the utility rate contract, there are
times when we design a refrigeration system that can do 24 hours
of cooling in about 17 hours to
allow for dramatically reducing
horsepower consumption during peak rate periods. All systems
installed today have automated
control systems with energy management tools.

— LEDs can be switched on and off
in freezers without warm-up time.
Controls turn lighting off when
‘Refrigeration
spaces are unoccupied.
energy can be
— LEDs use less energy than other
reduced by
lighting sources, reducing the
15% - 30% with
amount of heat given off by the
the new smart
lighting system. The facility’s recontrol systems.’
frigeration system uses less energy
— Matt Chang
with LEDs.
— The expected operating life of
LEDs
exceeds 70,000 hours, much
Bowen: Controls that reduce energy
longer
than HID or Fluorescent,
consumption of compressors and
Genevick: Replacing older refrigeraresulting
in lower long-term maintefans under partial-load conditions
tion and air handling systems with
nance
costs.
provide strong results.
newer, more efficient systems can
Bowen: LED lighting is popular
result in huge energy savings. Even
How
can
lighting
costs
be
reduced?
because of its long life and enhanced
if the existing system is fairly new,
Janson: We’ve upgraded performance in cool ambient temperatures.
to LED lighting fixtures
‘Retro-commissioning is
with motion sensors in
How can you control electric costs
the process of going into
freezers, coolers, docks
tied to equipment?
facilities with existing
and offices.
control systems and
Janson: Heat reclaiming systems can
Henningsen: We
making programming
take the heat that is typically disinstalled T-5 lights in
and other low-cost
carded from the refrigeration system
all facilities and now
modifications to operate
and redirect it to underfloor warmare starting to install
equipment more
ing and space heating. There are also
LED lights. This is great
efficiently.’ — Tom Bowen
a number of more efficient chargers
technology and the cost
for lift truck batteries available today.
is coming down. I expect
Henningsen: We use high-speed
energy savings result from replacing
to see a lot more LED lights in the
doors for the storage rooms and
inefficient or damaged mechanical
future.
drive-in doors at the docks to keep
components. Examples include conArnett: We’ve put LED lighting with the cold chain intact.
trols, piping, circulators, compresmotion sensors in freezer boxes.
sors, fans and filtration systems.
Tippmann: When you have a utility
Lights turn on just ahead of the
The evaporator fan motor for
forklift and go off a few minutes after provider that has “peak and off-peak”
warehouse air handling systems can
it passes. We save about $4,000 usually be upgraded. The most effi$7,000 per month per warehouse.
cient motor is called an electronically
Tippmann: We have retrofitted
commutated motor (ECM). If an
‘We see simple
ECM cannot be used, adding variable or have plans to retrofit all of our
warehouses
with
LED
lighting.
payback periods of
frequency drives to existing motors
Our
paybacks
run
from
less
than
one year on lighting
can also be very effective in reductwo
years
to
more
than
five
years
projects in markets
ing energy usage. Newer equipment
depending
on
state
or
utility
where energy costs
often excludes these energy efficient
rebates
and
the
temperature
of
are high.’
technologies. They need to be added.
our
warehouses.
Freezers
have
the
— Chris Covell
Refrigeration staging or compresquickest
payback.
sion cycling is also a huge source of
Covell: LED lighting has many ben- rates, automated battery handling
energy savings. Some refrigerated
efits over High Intensity Discharge
facilities operate with several large
systems can offer great paybacks. If
(HID) or Fluorescent lighting for
compressors that run constantly. We
you upsize the system and increase
frozen or refrigerated warehouses,
generally replace large compressors
the number of batteries that are
including:
with a bank of smaller ones, which
exchanged you can avoid charging
— The lumen output of LED lamps
generate the same amount of cooling
during peak rate times. In larger
increases in cold environments; fluo- facilities, hydrogen fuel cell battery
as the large compressors and can be
rescent lamps lose output at lower
staged to run based on demand from
systems also contribute significantly
temperatures.
the cases.
to peak/off peak strategies.
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What was your logistics company doing in 1923?
Our business was founded on these four principles, and
they have been the mainstay of our company ever since.

1-800-791-2653
www.henningsen.com
OregOn • WashingtOn • idahO
nOrth dakOta • OklahOma • Pennsylvania

SMART PHONE,
SCAN ME!
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Genevick: Energy management
control systems are a great way to
reduce energy used by equipment.
These systems log data about energy
usage throughout the facility, showing which equipment is operating
efficiently and which is not. You can
also schedule when equipment is
running. For example, if a machine is
only used from 12:00 – 2:00 each day,
you can schedule it to automatically
turn on at 12:00 and off at 2:00.
Bowen: We often recommend that
facilities upgrade evaporator fan
motors to more efficient types and
install compressor racks with unequal-sized compressors to improve
operating efficiencies.

Tippmann: The payback period
‘We’ve put LED
depends on the energy saving
lighting with moinitiative. In LED lighting for
tion sensors in
example, payback can be anywhere
freezer boxes. We
from less than two years to more
save about $4,000
than five years. The main drivers
- $7,000 per month
in this case are the cost of electricper warehouse.’
ity for the facility, along with any
— Dave Arnett
incentives or rebates the utility
company or the state may offer.
ciency project. Many of our customCovell: Typical payback periods for
ers have taken advantage of various
lighting energy-efficiency projects
rebate programs which have accelerwithin refrigerated and freezer ware- ated the ROI. However, we have some
houses vary based on many factors
customers that do not explore rebate
which include: facility hours of opoptions because the ROI from our
eration; existing lighting technology; system is already extremely good.
cost per kilowatt-hour; and availabil- Janson: Rebate programs play a maity of rebates. We see simple payback jor role for lighting projects. Rebates
periods of one year on lighting for industrial refrigeration systems
projects in markets where
are virtually non-existent in most
energy costs are high.
areas.
‘We have retrofitted
Bowen:
Energy
efficiency
proHenningsen: In most cases rebate
or have plans to
jects
usually
have
a
payback
programs play a very significant role.
retrofit all of our
period
ranging
from
two
to
Many of the projects we have done
warehouses with
five
years,
driven
by
units
of
would likely not have been possible
LED lighting.
energy
saved,
cost
per
unit,
if the incentives including grants,
Freezers have the
and
potential
volatility
in
that
rebates, tax credits, etc., were not
quickest payback.’
cost
over
a
set
period
of
time.
available.
— Steve Tippmann
Incentive dollars available will Arnett: Rebates can help move the
also impact the ROI. As part
internal rate of return to an acceptHow fast is payback for investof McKinstry’s total cost of ownerable level. We shoot for 15%.
ments in energy efficiency? What
ship evaluation, we also consider
Tippmann: Rebate programs play a
are the main drivers of the return
capital cost of implemented equipbig role in these decisions because
on investment?
ment, cost to install and maintain
most energy-saving ideas come with
the equipment, the life expectancy
Chang: ROI ranges are all over the
a significant investment up front in
and replacement cost.
map. Lighting projects can be less
order to achieve the long-term savthan a year and solar projects can
be up to 20 years. The big driver for
‘Horsepower to run a CO₂ system is about
payback is often a rebate incentive,
one-third of what it takes for ammonia. These
not the equipment itself. At Hench
Control, the ROI on our systems norsystems use about 50% less energy. Payback is
mally ranges from one to two years
without rebate. The important thing
very short.’ — Dave Arnett, U.S. Cold Storage
to remember is the impact made to
the bottom line both in the short
What role do rebate programs
ings. If there is a good rebate proterm and long term.
play in investment decisions and
gram in place, then the decision to
Janson: One to three years is typical. payback?
invest in an energy-saving program
Key drivers of payback are energy
becomes a little easier.
Chang: There are so many different
rates, rebates and the condition of
Covell: Rebate programs can help
rebate programs out there. Federal
existing equipment.
programs differ from state programs, “buy-down” the cost of energy-efficiency projects and have a lowering
Henningsen: We see one to four
which differ from programs offered
effect on simple payback periods.
years. Acceptable payback depends
by utility providers. As long as these
However, we find that the operaton project scope and life expectancy
rebates are around, they are good
of the equipment.
sources to supplement an energy effi- ing hours of equipment, the cost of
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‘We have begun to see a
decline in the availability
of some (rebate) programs
and a decrease in the size
of participation in others.’
— Paul Henningsen,
Henningsen Cold Storage

energy and the existing (baseline)
equipment efficiency are significant
contributing factors in determining
the financial viability of an energyefficiency project.
Bowen: Rebate programs can play
a significant role in the go/no go
decision of an energy conservation
measure. However, it is important
to consider the timing of the payment, whether rebate funds will stay
in place through implementation,
and that the rebate totals have been
calculated correctly.

charging consumers for incentive
plans up front. These charges tend
to create incentive plans that are not
always beneficial to the individual
customer’s needs and costly to the
consumer.
Henningsen: We have begun to see
a decline in the availability of some
programs and a decrease in the size
of participation in others. This seems
to be the trend.
Arnett: Rebates appear to be slowing
down. Demand Response programs
are in a transition period at some
utilities, making their future unclear.

What’s the future of these rebate
programs?
Chang: These programs will not be
around forever. That makes it important to look at both the short-term
payback and ROI of a project, and
its long-term sustainability. The first
Hench Control system was installed
in 1989, long before rebates were so
abundant. It is still going strong.
Janson: Utilities are increasingly

VISIT US AT
SHOW
THE AMI/FMI

BOOTH 42E35
AND AT TH
IARW EXPO

BOOTH 605

NEWPORT NEWS, VA

Bowen: Rebate programs have
come under scrutiny recently as
utility providers have evaluated
both internal and third-party
management of the program,
and individual states have faced
reductions in available funds.
Given this volatility, energy
conservation measures should
be evaluated based on the
return on investment/payback
criteria independently and then
as impacted by the rebate dollars that
may be available. Decisions based
solely on the rebate must be entered
into with eyes wide open. For the immediate future, rebate programs will
continue to subsidize energy conservation measures in most markets. n

(Part 2 of this story will appear in
the May issue.)
Dan Raftery is president of Raftery
Resource Network and a trumpet
hobbyist. He can be reached at Dan@
RafteryNet.com.

Check out Interstate Warehousing in
Newport News, Virginia, equipped with
our new QFR Zone® to handle your quick
freezing needs.
Immediate Availability
• 355,000 square foot multi-temperature facility
• USDA Inspection Room
• Capacity to quick freeze 21 loads per day
• 15 divisible rooms
• Public storage space AND lease options
available
• Close proximity to Port of Norfolk and APM
Terminal

®

COLD STORAGE WAREHOUSING AND QUICK FREEZE CAPABILITY.

TIPPMANN HAS IT ALL!
TIPPMANN HAS THE SPACE YOU NEED AND THE INCREDIBLE
QFR ZONE® TO FREEZE ANY PALLETIZED PRODUCT. FAST.

Get in the Zone!
• QFR Zone® technology uses improved airflow
for more efficient freezing
• Available for your freezer, too!
(new construction and/or existing building)

9009 Coldwater Rd., Fort Wayne, IN 46825

(260) 490-3000 • qfrzone@tippmanngroup.com
www.tippmanngroup.com
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ALL IN THE FAMILY
When Mark Hannay and his family go on vacation,
they love to walk stores! Really!

M

ark Hannay has been working in the food business since joining Ralphs as a courtesy clerk in
high school. Later, when he was transferred to
the corporate headquarters, where his wife was already
working, everyone called him “Debi’s husband.”
Today, he’s vp of sales for the Walmart team at Houstonbased Windsor Foods. His daughter, previously with Walmart, is
now with Acosta; his son is with
Spectrum Foods (pet foods); his
son-in-law is with Chobani yogurt;
and his daughter-in-law is the senior grocery buyer at Walmart.

I’ve worked with
great people. Murray Lender, who we
just lost, flew out to
Los Angeles to ask
me to be chairman of
Frozen Food Month
back in the early
‘80s. It turned out to
Mark Hannay with his son, Josh.
be a terrific event on
the Queen Mary with a laser light show, and Murray was
a huge help and friend to me. Wherever I’ve been, on both
the retailer and manufacturer/broker
side, the people have been great.

What’s the craziest thing that has
happened to you in the business?
We were living in Cleveland when I
was working for Stouffer’s, and the
Walmart buyer called and asked if I
How’d you get started in the
was going to the Western Frozen Food
business? I was 15, working on
Convention that was always held in
a road construction crew in Simi
Monterey back then. I hadn’t planned
Valley (California). I didn’t mind
to go, but told him I’d be happy to meet
the hard work or the $1.25 per
him and Bob Anderson, then head of
Mark Hannay, a major fan of the
hour pay, but I did mind the heat.
private label for Walmart. Without
University of Southern California
When a Ralphs store manager saw
giving it much thought, I got my wife
Trojans, with his daughter Sara Sager,
how hard I was working one day,
and kids and we flew out to Monterey.
who is client insights manager at
he told me to apply for a job there
We had just put the kids to bed, and I
Acosta’s Bentonville, Ark., office.
when I turned 16. I said, “I’d love
decided to drive over to the convention
to work here. The store is air-conditioned!” So the next
hotel the night before my breakfast meeting set for 8 the
year I joined Ralphs as a courtesy clerk.
next morning. When I got to the hotel, they said “What
convention?” So I called the American Frozen Food InWhat do you like best about your work? The people. stitute, and got a recording saying everyone had gone to
Whoever loves the customer most, wins. If you can find
Anaheim for the convention. I hadn’t realized that they’d
ways to build your customer’s business, they’ll help you
changed the location. So
build yours. I just love walking stores and working. What’s I called my wife and said, ‘Murray Lender, who
great is that “Honey, we’re leaving.”
we just lost, flew out
the whole
We packed everyone
family is
to Los Angeles to ask
up and got to Anaheim
into it now. about 4 in the morning.
me to be chairman of
We were
I never told anybody
on vacation at Walmart what had
Frozen Food Month
in Orlando
happened. We had to
back in the early ‘80s.’
a year ago,
change our flights back,
and I
of course, and the closest we could get was Columbus. We
asked what
got back to Cleveland about 6 the next morning. My wife
everybody
said, “I don’t want to go on any more of your fun trips.”
wanted to
do. They all Any favorite sports or outside interests? I’ve always
said “We
been active in my church and family has been important
want to go
to me. I had just great parents growing up, and they taught
see Publix!” us the joy of work. I’m one of eight brothers and sisters.
Now the
At Simi Valley High School, I was captain of the swim
Back in high school, Mark Hannay
whole fam- team. It was all-consuming. We swam three miles a day
captained the swim team and enjoyed his
ily wants to and practiced holding our breath underwater. I could
time at the beach with a surfboard. That’s
hit stores
hold mine for more than four minutes. I was a lot skinhis brother Bob at left.
on vacation. nier then! n
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A Natural Solution...

USCS Logistics and SmartWay Transport

Your Supply Chain can work toward protecting our
environment. USCS Logistics has been approved as a
SmartWay Transport Partner that offers full scale
transportation management solutions while reducing
air pollutant emissions to help create a sustainable
environment for generations to come.

www.uscoldstorage.com
USCS Logistics Tel 856.380.8025 | Headquarters Tel 856.354.8181 | National Sales Tel 510.471.1703

DELICIOUS
by design

Innovation • Inspiration • Value

www.furlanis.com

